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Abstract 

 

Immobile location-allocation (LA) problems is a type of LA problem that consists in determining 

the service each facility should offer in order to optimize some criterion (like the global 

demand), given the positions of the facilities and the customers. Due to the complexity of the 

problem, i.e. it is a    combinatorial problem (where   is the number of possible services and 

  the number of facilities) with a non-convex search space with several sub-optimums, 

traditional methods cannot be applied directly to optimize this problem. Thus we proposed the 

use of clustering analysis to convert the initial problem into several smaller sub-problems. By 

this way, we presented and analyzed the suitability of some clustering methods to partition 

the commented LA problem. Then we explored the use of some metaheuristic techniques such 

as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing or cuckoo search in order to solve the sub-

problems after the clustering analysis. 
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Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 Motivation and problem statement 1.1.

Nowadays a vast number of matches of different sports are played in the same week, and 

some of them are played simultaneously. All that matches are also broadcast by different TV 

channels due to the current great interest on sport. Traditionally a lot of people go to the 

closest bar to watch the desired match. Nevertheless, sometimes different people go to the 

same bar to see different matches at the same time, what is a decision problem for the 

barman. This problem has taken relevance due to the great mobility of the people around the 

world and an evidence of that is the development of tools like Wewatchthematch to know 

which bars around you broadcast your desired match. As an example, the said application 

Wewatchthematch has more than 1 million users and several signed bars from most cities 

around the world, like Barcelona, Washington, New York, Amsterdam, Milano, Roma, etc. 

The challenge is to build a system able to decide the best match for each signed bar depending 

on the Wewatchthematch users. These users are supposed to tell which is their desired match 

and their current location using the GPS receiver incorporated in their smartphone. For taking 

into account the users that forget to tell their desired match and those people that do not 

have the application, it is needed an estimator of the demand for every match depending on 

historic data. Once the demand is known, or accurately estimated, it is time to work out the 

match each bar should broadcast in order to maximize the number of people that goes to the 

bars to watch the sport events, i.e. in order to maximize the global demand. 

 In this Master’s thesis we try to give an answer to the barman decision problem making an 

automatic system able to find the best match for every bar depending on the people around 

every bar. For example, let’s suppose that in the city A there are 10 bars and there also are 300 

people that want to watch the match X and 100 that want to watch the match Y, and both 

matches are played at the same time. Probably, the barmen would choose the match X 

because it has more demand. Thus, if we suppose that customers are uniformly distributed 

among the bars, each bar would have 30 customers. However, if eight bars broadcast match X 

and 2 match Y, they would have 37.5 and 50 customers respectively, what improves the 

occupation of all bars. 

This decision making problem is a type of location-allocation problem. LA is a decision making 

problem that consists in finding the optimal situation of some facilities over the bounded 

CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
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space and finding, at the same time, the best allocation of the customers in the facilities 

minimizing the distance, the cost or/and the time. In this case, the facilities are the bars and 

the aim is to find the type of each facility or the service each facility offers in order to maximize 

the global amount of customers and minimize the distance between the customers and the 

facilities. 

Note that we are dealing with a great amount of data (bars and customers) what makes 

unfeasible to solve such problem only using optimization algorithms. Indeed it is needed to 

simplify the initial problem or to partition it. Thus we also explore the applicability of clustering 

techniques to partition the LA problem in order to simplify the optimization algorithms work. 

 

1.1.1. Data 

The data used correspond to 15578 bar’s positions from Catalunya taken from Páginas 

Amarillas. This dataset is only a subset of the real dataset that has bars and customers from 

around the World. This fact increases the need of partition it. The bars addresses have been 

converted into geographical coordinates using googleMaps (see Figure 1.1). The demand is 

generated with a random simulation where for each bar a random number of customers 

between 0 and 30 is generated. Then each customer decides the match it wants to watch 

according a certain probability function. 

 

1.1.2. Contributions 

As contributions, this work provides a state of the art of clustering techniques, LA problem 

modeling and optimization techniques, classifying them according their completeness and 

their type of search. 

Moreover, as LA is a complex problem and unfeasible for amount of facilities we have to deal 

with, we have considered that the best option is to segment the problem in several smaller 

problems performing a clustering of the facilities according to their positions. Thus, we 

contribute with the use of clustering techniques in order to simplify a given LA problem and 

providing an analysis of the applicability of some clustering methods for this purpose. 

Finally, we contribute giving an analysis and comparison of how GA, SA and CS solve the stated 

problem, defining a new neighborhood function for SA and CS that does not need a coordinate 

system. 
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Figure 1.1. Bars' geographical positions 

 

 Outline 1.2.

First of all, this Master’s thesis presents a state of the art of the clustering methods, making a 

qualitative comparison between the different presented methods. Then it expounds the 

different types of location-allocation problem and a state of the art of their mathematical 

modeling. Finally, in Chapter 2, it explains the different optimization methods making a 

qualitative comparison n between them and presenting a brief state of the art of the 

optimization methods. 

In Chapter 3, it is presented the implementation of some clustering methods and the results 

obtained from them. We used the results obtained to make a quantitative comparison of the 

different clustering methods. 

Chapter 4 exposes three optimization techniques, GA, SA and CS and its applicability to solve 

the LA problem. Then, a quantitative comparison of their performances in different cases is 

made. 

Finally, Chapter 5 provides the conclusions reached in this Master’s Thesis and Chapter 6 

proposes some future work. 
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Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

This chapter surveys relevant research done in the areas of clustering, location-allocation 

modeling and optimization. These three areas are the most relevant for our work in order to 

be applied to the problem studied in this thesis. Location-allocation modeling has great 

importance since it defines the problem and determines the variables and its weight and 

relationship that will mathematically model the location-allocation problem that, afterwards, is 

going to be solved using an optimization technique. Clustering is used to partition the whole 

dataset into smaller parts to transform the global location-allocation optimization problem 

into several smaller and simpler location-allocation problems.  

First of all, main clustering techniques are explained with a brief state of the art. Then, 

different location-allocation models are presented and some variations of these models that 

some researchers have done in last years. Finally, main optimization techniques are pointed 

out, classifying them into two groups: complete optimization techniques and incomplete 

optimization techniques. 

 

 Clustering 2.1.

The beginning of cluster analysis is fuzzy, but it can be said that Sokal and Sneath incited a 

world-wide research on clustering methods with their monography 'Principles of numerical 

taxonomy' [1] in 1963. In their work they developed, for the first time, the concept of 

numerical taxonomy which deals with the classification of taxonomics units1 based on patterns 

of overall similarities or based on branching the patterns of their estimated evolutionary 

history. 

The proofs that ‘Principles of numerical taxonomy’  incited a world-wide research on clustering 

are later publications of books such as 'Les bases de la classification automatique' [2] in 1970, 

'Mathematical taxonomy' [3] in 1971, 'Cluster analysis for applications' [4] in 1973, 'Cluster 

analysis' [5] in 1973, 'Automatische Klassification' [6] in 1974, 'Empirische Verfahren zur 

Klassification' [7] in 1974, 'Probleme und Verfahren der numerischen Klassification' [8] in 1975, 

'Cluster-Analyse-Algorithmen' [9] in 1975 and 'Clustering algorithms' [10] in 1975, or articles 
                                                           

1
 Groups of one or more organisms that share some features. 
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such as 'The detection of disease clustering and a generalized regression approach' [11] in 

1967, 'Hierarchical clustering schemes' [12] in 1967 and 'A new approach to clustering' [13] in 

1969. This clustering fever had the consequence that the basic problems and methods of 

clustering and its possible applications became well-known in the scientific community. 

Clustering is a fundamental data analysis method. It is an unsupervised method which seeks to 

partition a set of objects into groups (clusters), so the objects within a cluster are similar but 

different from the rest of objects of the other groups. Thus, the clusters must be 

homogeneous but different from each other. Clustering is used in many fields like: 

 Biology and bioinformatics: to describe and to make spatial and temporal comparisons 

of communities of organisms, [14] and [15]. 

 Medicine: to differentiate different types of tissue and fluid or different regions in a 3D 

image, [16]. 

 Business and marketing: in market research, [17], or for grouping shopping items. 

 Sociology: for social network analysis, [18]. 

 Climatology: to find weather regimes or atmospherics patterns, [19]. 

 Geographical clustering. 

Clustering can be achieved by several algorithms, that differ in their notion of what constitutes 

a cluster and how to find the clusters. Thus, there are many possible classifications of these 

algorithms depending on the features we focus. However, if this feature is the relationship 

between clusters, there are two possible categories for clustering: 

 Hard clustering, where each item cannot belong to two or more clusters. 

 Soft clustering or fuzzy clustering, where each item belongs to each cluster to a certain 

degree, hence an item can be assigned to several clusters partially. 

In hard clustering, the most popular methods are k-means, [20], [21] and [22], and hierarchical 

clustering, [23], [24]. 

The most popular methods in fuzzy clustering are the fuzzy c-means proposed by Bezdek [25] 

and the possibilistic c-means proposed by Krishnapuram and Keller [26] and [27]. Both 

methods are inspired by k-means, but they introduce some techniques to perform the fuzzy 

clustering. 

 

 K-means 2.1.1.

The standard k-means algorithm was first proposed by Stuart Lloyd in 1957 as a technique for 

pulse code modulation, not as a clustering technique, and it was not published until 1982 [28]. 

Despite the age of the algorithm, it is one of the most popular clustering techniques in the 

present day. K-means aims to divide the dataset into a given number   of clusters so as to 

minimize the within-cluster squares sum. 
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where    is the  th item,    is the  th cluster,    the mean of its items and   is the set of 

clusters. Figure 2.1 shows how k-means algorithm works. 

 

Algorithm 2.1. K-means algorithm 

(1)   (3 in Figure 2.1) points (circles) are set arbitrarily. These points represent the 
cluster centroids. 

(2) Objects (squares) are assigned to the closest point making a cluster (red, green, 
blue) 

(3) Centroids are recalculated using the members of each cluster. 

(4) Objects are reassigned to the closest cluster centroid. 

(5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until convergence has been reached or until a certain 
number of iterations have passed. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. K-means algorithm process 

 

K-means algorithm has inspired other clustering techniques such as Lloyd’s algorithm or k-

means++ [29]. 

Lloyd’s algorithm, as k-means, was developed for Stuart Lloyd. Actually they are the same 

algorithm (sometimes both algorithms are referred as Lloyd’s algorithm) with the difference 

that k-means initially plants   seeds randomly across the data space and Lloyd’s algorithm 

starts by partitioning the input objects into   initial sets. Then, as in k-means, the centroids of 

each group are calculated and objects are reassigned to its closest cluster (step 4 in Algorithm 

2.1).  

K-means++ (see Algorithm 2.2) also focus on solving the problem of initialization; in fact, like 

Lloyd’s algorithm it only differs from traditional k-means on the initialization.  
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Algorithm 2.2. K-means++ algorithm 

1. Initialization 
 
a. Choose one center uniformly at random from among the objects. 
b. For each object  , compute  ( ), the distance between   and the nearest center 

that has already been chosen. 
c. Choose a new object at random as a new center, according a weighted probability 

distribution where a point   is chosen with probability proportional to   ( ). 
d. Repeat steps 1.2 and 1.3 until   centers have been chosen. 

2. Objects are assigned to the closest point making a cluster. 
 

3. Centroids are recalculated using the members of each cluster 

4. Objects are reassigned to the closest cluster centroid 

5. Steps (3) and (4) are repeated until convergence has been reached or until a certain 
number of iterations have passed. 

 

 Hierarchical clustering 2.1.2.

Hierarchical clustering seeks to work out the clustering building a hierarchy of clustering 

results (see Figure 2.2), where each level differs on the maximum distance between clusters. 

Once the hierarchy is made, the algorithm chooses the best result according a criterion. The 

level to divide the dataset is chosen depending on the distance between levels. There are two 

different types of strategies to build the hierarchy: 

 Agglomerative: each item has its own cluster and algorithm merge pairs of clusters as 

it goes up through the hierarchy. To decide the appropriate hierarchy level and so, the 

adequate number of clusters, there is not a universal criterion. However most 

researchers use a criterion based on the agglomerative distance in agglomerative 

clustering as stated Mojena [30]. Thus, it consists of finding the first big enough jump 

between two hierarchy levels so, the joint items or clusters are different enough to not 

group them together. Mojena mathematically stated it as following: 

  ,   2.5, 3.5
g

K K


 




   (2.2) 

Where    is the agglomerative distance (distance between two items to consider they 

are equal),  ̅ the mean of the agglomerative distances and    its standard deviation. 

The constant   depends on the researcher criterion but the most popular values are 

2.5 and 3.5. Figure 2.3 illustrates the agglomerative hierarchical clustering process. 
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Figure 2.2. Hierarchy example in hierarchical clustering 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 

 

 Divisive: all items start in the same cluster and then the algorithm performs splits as it 

goes down though the hierarchy. To decide the appropriate number of clusters in 

divisive hierarchical clustering one can use Mojena’s criteria as in agglomerative 

hierarchical clustering. However, it should be taken into account that the best 

hierarchy level is not the one which presents a big enough jump but the last one as the 

hierarchy is tracked in the opposite way by the algorithm. The process is illustrated in 

Figure 2.4. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Divisive hierarchical clustering 
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 Region growing 2.1.3.

Region growing is a segmentation method. It is widely used in image processing. It consists of 

planting different seeds across the data space. Each seed is the starting point of the region 

(cluster) that expands itself incorporating the neighboring elements similar to the elements 

that belong to the region. As k-means, this algorithm is highly depending on the initial 

conditions, i.e. for different starting points (seeds) the algorithm will find different results. 

However, region growing can be done sequentially expanding one cluster until the differences 

between objects is greater than a threshold, then expanding the next cluster and so on until all 

objects are assigned to a cluster. This implementation needs a threshold to determine when to 

stop expanding a region but it does not need the number of clusters. Also, it always finds the 

same result. In this document we will refer to such region growing. 

This algorithm is totally different from the others presented in this chapter as it does not find 

groups of elements; it finds groups of connected elements that share a similar level of energy 

or intensity. For example, Figure 2.5 shows how Region growing interprets as the same region 

the upper half of the lightning due to the pixels in this part share the same intensity (white). It 

also shows that the elements of the same region must be connected. Note the algorithm 

divides the lightning in two parts due to the cloud that hides part of the lightning. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Region growing example. On the left, original image. On the right, segmented image. 

 

Clustering different points in the data space using region growing (see Figure 2.6) means that 

the algorithm will put in the same cluster all connected elements. The connected elements are 

those that have a neighbor closer than a certain distance threshold. Therefore, the empty 

space between elements works as frontier and divides the dataset in different clusters. 

The main problem of this algorithm is its lack of robustness against outliers as a few isolated 

elements may connect two different clusters. 
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Figure 2.6.Clustering of geographical points using region growing. 

 

 Fuzzy C-Means 2.1.4.

FCM follows the same process of k-means algorithm showed in Figure 2.1. However, in FCM, 

any point   has a set of coefficients giving the degree of being in the  th cluster   ( ). Hence, 

the centroid of a cluster is the mean of all points, weighted by their degree of belonging to the 

cluster. Thus, centroid of each cluster is computed using the whole dataset instead of only its 

member as k-mean does, as follows: 

 
 

 
kx

k

kx

w x x
c

w x




 (2.3) 

The degree of belonging,   ( ), is related inversely to the distance from   to the cluster 

center as calculated on the previous pass. It can also depend on another parameter used to 

control the weight given to the closest center. 

 

 Possibilistic C-Means 2.1.5.

PCM is a FCM variation. PCM algorithm tends to identify meaningful cluster as defined by 

dense regions rather than partition the whole data set into   parts. It overcomes the need to 

specify the number of clusters and it is robust in presence of noise and outliers as they do not 

form dense regions. However, it requires a good initialization that can be done by FCM. Thus, 

PCM is a refinement of FCM algorithm. This refinement can be explained for the PCM 

tendering to find dense regions and because in PCM the memberships can be interpreted as 

degrees of typicality1 instead of degrees of sharing as in FCM. Thus, two items of a given 

cluster that are equidistant from the centroid of the cluster can be significantly different and 

two items in a given cluster can be equal even though the two points are arbitrarily far away 

from each other. Thereby the possibilistic approach simply means that the membership value 

of a point in a cluster represents the typicality of the point in the class, or the possibility of the 

                                                           

1
 Typicality describes the amount of properties of a cluster that an object has. 
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point belonging to the class. Hence, these fuzzy approaches are based on k-means idea, but 

they compute the cluster centroids using the information of all dataset, instead of each cluster 

items. 

Since these algorithms were proposed, several researchers have applied them to their 

research fields: bioinformatics (microarray data clustering) [31] and [32], for genes 

classification based on the measurements of their expression levels, social networks [33], etc. 

Others have extended these algorithms to different data type, such as non-spatial data as in 

[34]. 

 

 Competitive learning 2.1.6.

Another interesting clustering method is competitive learning [35]. Competitive learning is a 

type of unsupervised learning in artificial neural networks, in which nodes compete for the 

right to respond to a subset of the input data, namely, each node of the network tries to 

respond only to one subset (cluster) of the whole dataset. Thus, competitive clustering seeks 

to specialize the nodes of neuronal network in order to induce neurons to respond to a subset 

of the data, so once the network has been trained it would be able to partition the input data 

(see Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Neural Network example 

 

SOM (Self Organizing Maps) or SOFM (Self Organizing Feature Maps) are an example of 

competitive learning as they are a type of artificial neural networks trained using competitive 

learning. SOM are able to produce a low-dimensional clustering of a dataset. 

 

 Genetic algorithm based clustering 2.1.7.

Clustering, as it has been stated before, has the objective to partition a dataset without any 

information about its structure. However, most clustering techniques require certain 

parameters, such as the number of clusters and the cluster shapes although these parameters 

are not known in most real-life situations. This problem can be dealt with by employing 

evolutionary approaches, [36]. The capability of GA, [37], is applied to evolve the proper 
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number of clusters and to provide appropriate clustering. The advantages of GA clustering 

bring several researchers implement GA clustering algorithm for their work, [38] and [36]. 

Initially, GA creates a random set of solutions called population. In clustering each solution is 

achieved using different user required parameters like the number of clusters, the initial 

positions of the clusters centroids, etc. Then the GA makes the population to evolve, improving 

the quality of the solutions, until a sufficient good solution is found or it exceeds a certain 

amount of time. The GA procedure is deeper explained in subsection 2.3.2.5. 

 

 Density-based clustering 2.1.8.

Density based clustering is a technique developed first by Ester et al. [39] in 1996 in order to 

provide a clustering technique capable of working on large databases with a minimal domain 

knowledge to determine the input parameters and capable of discovering clusters with 

arbitrary shape with good efficiency. 

The algorithm detects clusters according to the density of the region, so clusters would be 

separated from each other by contiguous regions of low density of elements. Elements located 

in these low-density regions are typically considered noise or outliers. This property makes this 

technique robust against the presence of noise. 

Density based clustering may provide the same result as region growing is there are not 

outliers in the dataset, i.e. the frontiers between regions are empty of objects. It overcomes 

the problem of outliers in the dataset. However, it considers as outlier al isolated objects 

removing them from the dataset, what may not be desirable. Density-based clustering has 

some similarities with PCM in the sense of both identify clusters identifying dense regions, 

nevertheless, PCM is a fuzzy technique and density-based clustering is a hard clustering 

technique. 

 

 Multi-way clustering 2.1.9.

Elements to be clustered are often formed by a combination of related heterogeneous 

components (features). For example, a document is made of words, titles, authors, citations, 

etc. Co-clustering aims to cluster the features and the elements of the dataset simultaneously 

to identify the subset of features where the resulting clusters are meaningful according to a 

certain evaluation criterion. This problem was first studied by Hartigan in 1972 [40] under the 

name of direct clustering. 

Co-clustering was extended to multi-way clustering [41] to cluster a set of objects by 

simultaneously clustering their heterogeneous components. Indeed, the problem is much 

more challenging because different pairs of features may participate in different types of 

similarity relationships. Additionally, some relations may involve more than two components. 
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 Affinity propagation 2.1.10.

A newly clustering technique is to exchange messages between the elements of the dataset in 

order to find the most representative ones called exemplars and then build the clusters 

defined by them. This technique was proposed in 2007 by Frey and Dueck [42] to provide an 

efficient pattern detection algorithm and they called it Affinity propagation.  

Affinity propagation technique simultaneously considers all elements as potential exemplars. It 

views every element as a node in a network that can transmit real-valued messages along 

edges of the network that tell how good is each element representing another element. Then 

the most representative elements progressively emerge and the rest of elements are linked to 

one exemplar. Figure 2.8 shows how this methods works. First of all there are an amount of 

nodes linked by edges. Then the nodes begin to exchange messages (arrows) and the exemplar 

begin to emerge (change their color from green to black and then red). 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Illustration of how affinity propagation works. Taken from [42]. 

 

 Quality indices for clustering evaluation 2.1.11.

To evaluate the clustering quality, there is not a universal index but there are several indices 

developed by different researchers. One of the most popular is the Calinski index, [43]. It 

evaluates the homogeneity inside each cluster and the heterogeneity between clusters; the 

greater  ( ) the better.  
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Where   is the number of groups,   the number of items,  ( ) the sum of square differences 

between clusters,  ( ) the sum of square differences inside the cluster,   is the global 

centroid of the data,    is the  th cluster centroid and    is the  th member of the cluster. This 

index can be used by non-fuzzy and fuzzy clustering. 

Hartigan index  ( ), [40] and [44], is another index used to evaluate clustering quality. The 

main weakness of this index is that the number of clusters must be between 1 and 10. 

Oppositely to Calinski index, the lower  ( ) the better and it only uses the differences inside 

the clusters. 
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Krzanowski Lai index, [45], is another quality index. As Hartigan it is useful to compare 

different clusters of the same dataset using different number of clusters. In fact Hartigan and 

Krzanowkis Lai indices are useful to find the optimum number of cluster of a dataset, not the 

optimum clustering. It is defined as 
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Where  
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p pDIFF k k W k k W k      (2.10) 

And   is the number of features of the dataset. The optimum   value is the one that maximizes 

  ( ). 
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Kaufman and Rousseeuw, [46], presented another clustering quality index   ( ). The 

optimum   is the one that maximizes   ( )  The index is defined as 
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Where  ( ) is the ‘silhouette’ of the ith element and it is defined as 
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Being  ( ) the mean of differences between the ith element and the members of its cluster 

and  ( ) the minimum distance between    and the other clusters (    ) defined as  (    ). 
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In 1979 David L. Davies and Donald W. Bouldin introduced another metric for evaluating 

clustering algorithms called Davies-Bouldin index, [47]. The aim is to minimize this index 

  ( ), where   is the number of clusters. 
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Note that to evaluate clustering quality it must be defined a distance in order to evaluate the 

similarity or dissimilarity between elements. There is a vast amount of distances, the most 

important ones are mentioned at 0. 
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 Summary clustering 2.1.12.

We reviewed the main clustering techniques mentioning their main strengths and weaknesses 

and when they were developed (see Table 2.1). We also classified them as hard or soft 

clustering techniques. Finally we introduced a collection of indices used to measure the quality 

of a clustering. 

 

Table 2.1. Main clustering techniques. 

Algorithm A priori 
information 

Initial conditions 
dependence 

Type of 
clustering 

Other features 

K-means (1957) Number of 
clusters 

Strong Hard  

Hierarchical 
clustering (1973) 

None None Hard The appropriate number of 
clusters is calculated once the 
hierarchy has been build. 

Region growing None Moderate Hard Weak against outliers. 
FCM (1984) Number of 

clusters 
Strong Soft  

Lloyd’s algorithm 
(1986) 

Number of 
clusters 

Strong Hard Approximation of the k-means 
algorithm. 

Genetic algorithm 
based clustering 
(1992) 

None Low Hard and soft  

PCM (1993) None Strong Soft Based on FCM 
Robust against noise and outliers 

Competitive 
clustering (1993) 

None None Hard Requires a training of the system. 

Density-based 
clustering (1996) 

None Low Hard Efficient with large datasets 

Multi-way clustering 
(2005) 

None None Hard Useful with heterogeneous data 
Efficient with large datasets 

K-means++ (2006) Number of 
cluster 

Moderate Hard Attenuates the k-means algorithm 
dependency on initial conditions. 

Affinity propagation 
(2007) 

None Low Hard  

 

 Location-allocation problem 2.2.

In 1909, Alfred Weber, [48], located a single warehouse by minimizing the total travel distance 

between the warehouse and a set of spatially distributed customers. Thus, he solved a 

problem known as location problem that consists of estimating the position(s) to locate or 

supply center(s) to serve the customers. He also started the problem known as location theory. 

This work was reconsidered by Isard, [49], in 1956, with his study on industrial location, land 

use and related problems. Finally, in 1963, Leon Cooper, [50], extended the location problem 

to several facilities, stating the problem known as location-allocation (LA) problem. LA problem 

consists of, first selecting the locations of a number of facilities to minimize the global distance 

or another optimization criterion, and then to decide the corresponding allocation of the 

customers to facilities. LA problem is a common problem in urban infrastructural 
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constructions, such as hospitals, schools, parks, fire stations, police stations or 

telecommunication networks, in industrial location and warehouse location or even military 

purposes such as Openshaw and Steadman, [51], (1982) study where they proposed an 

optimal nuclear bombing strategy based on population data. 

The simplest LA cost function considers just the distance between customers and facilities [52], 

[53], [54], [55]; therefore, it minimizes the global distance between them. It can be 

mathematically formulated as 
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where     is the distance between the customer   and facility  ,     is one if the customer   is 

assigned to the facility  , X are the coordinates of the new facilities and    is the weight 

assigned to customer  . The algorithm has the objective of determining the best coordinates to 

locate the facilities so that all customers have accessibility to one of the facilities. To include 

the travel time and cost, it just has to add a function to model time and a function to model 

the travel cost and their corresponding weights to specify the importance of each term.  

 Classes 2.2.1.

LA techniques differ in the decision variable(s), the type of distance used, the system 

parameters, etc. However, Church, [56], (1999) classified the LA problems in four general 

classes: 

 Median: median, or P-median, models identify the median points among the potential 

points so that the total weighted distance can be minimized. The mathematical 

formulation is (2.20). In this class it is mandatory to serve all the demand; however, 

the facilities are expected to have infinite capacity. 

 Covering: these models intend to find facilities which provide customers the access to 

facility service within a specified distance. The facilities want to cover maximum 

customer to reach their target. These models are used, for example, for wireless tower 

establishing for network. The algorithms used to solve this problem do not have to 

provide coverage for all customers. 

 Capacitated: capacitated models consider the capacity of each facility with respect to 

the demand. The optimization is reached considering all the demand must be served; 

therefore, these models try to avoid the problem of demand overflow. 

 Competitive: competitive models deal with the question of locating facilities to 

provide a service (or goods) to the customers in a given geographical area where other 
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facilities offering the same service are already present. Thus, the new facilities will 

have to compete for the market with the existing facilities. 

Out of this classification, there is the immobile version of the problem [57], which consists in 

locating services when facilities and customers are known. It consists in determining the 

service each facility offers in order to optimize the demand taking into account the 

competitors. This Master’s Thesis deals with this LA problem. 

 

 Models 2.2.2.

LA problem is not an old-fashioned problem. As a proof of this, in the last years several 

researchers have presented their approaches for LA. Most researchers focus on implementing 

algorithms to speed up the optimization process due to the computational complexity of the 

optimization process. However, in this section we focus on the LA problems modeling. 

In 2004, Hsieh and Tien [58] presented a study of un-capacitated LA problems with rectilinear 

distances using Kohonen self-organizing feature maps (SOFM). SOFM are a type of neural 

networks that are trained with unsupervised learning to produce a low dimensional 

representation of the input data. They use them to do an initialization of the optimum search. 

The cost function in their study was (2.20) where ij i j i jd x a y b     is the rectilinear 

distance between customer i  and facility j . Also in 2004, Li and Yeh [59] proposed a method 

to solve un-capacitated LA problem using GA and a Geographical Information System (GIS). 

They used the same formulation of Hsieh and Tien with the difference that they employed 

Euclidean distances. 

In 2005, Kongsomsaksakul et al. [60] presented a shelter location-allocation problem for flood 

evacuation. They posed the shelter location as a Stackelberg game1. The leader role is played 

by the authority and it selects the shelter locations to minimize the total evacuating time. They 

formulated the problem as a bi-level programming where the upper level is the location 

problem that models the authority’s role. This level is formulated as 

     min a a a
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v t v
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1 if shelter  is selected

s.t. 
0 otherwise

j
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Where   [       ] and    represents if the shelter is or not selected, av is the 

traffic flow in link a  and  a at v  is the travel time in link a  which is a function of av . In the 

                                                           

1
 Stackelberg game is a strategic game where the leader firm moves first and then the other firms follow 

the leader. 
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lower level problem they proposed a combined distribution and assignment model to model 

the evacuees’ decision. 

Pang and Feng [61] proposed, in 2006, a competitive LA model and they solved it using the 

CSA. In their model the target was to maximize the market share of p  new facilities located in 

an area with k  competitive facilities. They define the market share, jM , captured by facility 

j  as 
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Where ib  is the buying power of customer i , jA  is the attractive level of facility j  and ijd  is 

the distance between customer i  and facility r . If it is considered that the incoming franchise 

that wants to put the p  new facilities has c  facilities already located in the area, then the 

target function that models the total market share,  M X , by the incoming franchise is 
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Where X  are the coordinates of the p  new facilities, N

sA is the attractive level of the new 

 th facility and  i sd X  is the distance between customer i  and coordinates sX . Redondo et 

al. also proposed a competitive LA problem method using formulation (2.26) but they used the 

UEGO algorithm instead of the clonal selection algorithm of Pang and Feng. 

Aboolian et al. [62] presented another interesting research about competitive LA in 2007. They 

proposed a mathematical model that considers a gravity model, like the before mentioned 

competitive LA researches, but with elastic concave demand and multiple design 

characteristics. 

Yasenovskiy and Hodgson proposed in 2007 a hierarchical location-allocation modeling for 

hierarchical health centers location. They add hierarchy levels to the formulation (2.20). Thus, 

the minimizing function can be written as 
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Where k  is the hierarchy level, kU  is the proportion of total demand at level  ,     {   } 

and it is 1 if the  th customer is assigned to the  th health center. 
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Liu et al. [63] developed a complex cost function to model the location-allocation problem in a 

urban garbage logistics system, which includes not only the distances between collection 

centers, transfer stations and landfills but also the cost of locating these infrastructures, the 

transportation cost for the different waste types, the annual-equivalent cost, etc. The 

complete formulation can be found in [63]. Their complex formulation is based on (2.20) 

though they added more terms due to the complexity of the urban garbage system. Neema et 

al. [64] also used a multi-objective location-allocation modeling but they applied it to parks 

and open spaces location, therefore, their formulation includes terms related with air quality, 

the land-use and the population coverage instead of the waste transport cost among others. 

In location-allocation problem, the demand plays an important role, thus the knowledge about 

it is crucial. However, usually the demand is not precisely known and the customers are 

modeled as stochastic functions. This has leaded several researchers to study the location-

allocation problem with fuzzy demand, [65], [66] and [67]. These researchers tried to solve this 

problem applying different techniques such as (   )-cost minimization, [65], which avoids the 

use of extreme cases of the demand (optimistic or pessimistic) or creating estimators for the 

solution, [66]  and [67], when the demand is a stochastic process. 

 

 Summary Location-allocation 2.2.3.

In this section we started by presenting the location-allocation problem, when it appeared for 

first time and what motivated its showing up. Then we exposed the location-allocation 

problem classification done by Church and we introduced a new class. Finally we reviewed the 

state of the art of this problem (see Table 2.2) 

Table 2.2. Some examples of research about location-allocation. 

Year Researcher Optimization 
criteria 

Distance Class 

2004 Hsieh and Tien [58] Minimizing distance Rectilinear Median 

2004 Li and Yeh [59] Minimizing distance Euclidean Median 

2005 Kongsomsaksakul et al. [60] Minimizing distance Euclidean Capacitated 

2006 Pang and Feng [61] Maximizing profit Euclidean Competitive 

2007 Redondo et al. [68] Maximizing global 
profit 

Euclidean  Competitive 

2007 Wen and Iwamura [65] Minimizing distance Euclidean Capacitated 

2007 Yasenovskiy and Hodgson 
[69] 

Minimizing distance Euclidean Median 

2008 Liu et al. [63] Minimizing 
transportation cost 

Euclidean Median 

2009 Li et al. [52] Minimizing travel cost Euclidean Capacitated 
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2010 Li et al. [53] Minimizing distance Euclidean Median 

2010 Wen and Kang [67] Minimizing cost Euclidean Capacitated 

2010 Sasaki et al. [54] Minimizing distance Network-
based 

 

2010 Neema et al. [64] Minimize several 
weighted distances 

Euclidean Median 

2011 Comber et al. [55] Minimizing distance Euclidean Median 

 

 Optimization 2.3.

As it has been told in the previous section, LA is an optimization problem as it seeks the best 

location of   facilities (or services in our case) and the best allocation of the customers to the 

located facilities. Thus, the search method used is a crucial factor to take into account as it will 

determine in great measure the goodness of the whole LA method used. 

Optimization tries to give the best possible solution for a mathematical problem. Optimization 

methods differ in how they search the optimum and if they are able to find a global optimum 

or just a local optimum. Optimization problem was introduced by Fermat, [70], in 17th century. 

He and Lagrange, [71] and [72], proposed deterministic (calculus-based1) formulas for finding 

the optimums. Also, Newton and Gauss, [73] and [74], worked out other optimization 

methods, but their methods were iterative search2 methods that moved towards an optimum. 

Since then, especially in 20th century, several researchers as R. Bellman [75], R.A. Howard [76], 

N. Karmarkar [77] or W. Karush [78], have focused their work in the optimization problem. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Optimization methods classification. 

                                                           

1
 Calculus-based methods use the first (and sometimes the second) derivatives in order to find the 

optimum 

2
 Search methods use values of the target function in order to find the optimum 
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Optimization methods may be classified in different dimensions such as the type of search and 

the type of solution they find. The search may be local or global depending on whether the 

algorithm just explores one path or keeps several paths in memory in order to find a solution 

[79]. Regarding to the type of solution it may be a sub-optimum or the global optimum. In the 

literature it is said that the completeness is the algorithm guarantee to find the optimal 

solution when there is one [79].  

Nevertheless, we refer to local search algorithms those that just explore one path or try to 

improve one initial solution without mechanisms to avoid local optimums and flat regions. 

Global search algorithms are those that explore several paths to find the optimum, or improve 

several initial solutions or work with one solutions but they have mechanisms to avoid flat 

regions and local optimums like simulated annealing. We also refer to complete algorithms 

those that guarantee the optimal solution and incomplete algorithm those that do not 

guarantee the optimal solution is found. Figure 2.9 illustrates a 2D classification of the 

optimization techniques. Note that there are not complete algorithms that perform local 

search because it is impossible to ensure the optimum is found doing a local search. The 

methods on Figure 2.9 are explained next. 

 

 Complete optimization methods 2.3.1.

Complete methods aim to find the optimal solution of a given problem with constraints. The 

most popular method is Generate and Test also known as Trial and Error or Brute Force. It 

consists on generating all possible solutions and testing them. Finally, the algorithm chooses 

the best solution. This method is used when no information is known, as it performs the 

simplest possible search. So, this method is very cost computing and slow as it has to test all 

possible solutions. 

When the space solution can be represented as a graph, there are several useful search 

methods to improve the search for the optimal solution. The most popular are: 

1. Depth-First Search 

2. Breadth-first search 

3. Backtracking 

4. Branch & Bound 

5. A* 

There is also another optimization method called linear programming used to solve 

optimization problems when the search space is a convex polygon delimited by several plains 

(constraints). 
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2.3.1.1. Depth-first search 

DFS [80] is a method for traveling through or searching a graph. It is a uniformed search 

method that starts from the root (it first selects one node as the root) and it progresses by 

expanding the first child node. Then it backtracks and expands the next child node. Therefore 

it explores the graph by branches, exploring each branch as deeper as possible until the goal 

node is found or until it hits a node with no children. 

DFS can be used for finding bi-connectivity in graphs, finding connected components, 

topological sorting, etc. It is also used in many fields where people work with hierarchical 

structures such as power distribution systems [81] or sensor wireless networks [82]. Figure 

2.10 illustrates DFS procedure. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Depth-First Search example. Continuous arrows represent the direction of the search and 
discontinuous arrows represent the backtracks. 

 

2.3.1.2. Breadth-First Search 

BFS method, as DFS, is a uniformed search method that instead of exploring the space in 

levels, it breadth explores the space. Therefore it starts from the root node and then explores 

all its child nodes (see Figure 2.11). Next, for each of these nodes, it explores their children and 

so on until all nodes are explored. 

BFS can be used for finding all nodes within one connected component, testing bipartiteness1, 

finding the shortest path, etc. 

BFS has the same time complexity as DFS in the worst case of each one but the space search is 

much larger than DFS (as DFS only stores a single branch and BFS stores all discovered nodes). 

                                                           

1
 Bipartiteness is a graph property that means the graph can be divided into two disjoints sets   and   

such that every edge connects a node in   to one in  . Therefore,   and   are independent sets. 
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Figure 2.11. Breath-First Search example. 

 

2.3.1.3. Backtracking 

Backtracking is a generalization for algorithms that perform a search of the solutions of a 

computational problem using a DFS approach but in order to reduce the search space, they 

discard each partial candidate (branch) as soon as it discovers the partial candidate has an 

inconsistency with the constraints of the formulated problem and it cannot be a valid solution. 

Then it backtracks and continues with the next candidate. 

There are several backtracking algorithms and they introduce some variations to increase the 

effectiveness of the backtracking algorithm. For example, backjumping allows going up more 

than one level when the algorithm backtracks; backmarking maintains the information about 

the last time a variable was instantiated to a value and information about what changed since 

then and after it uses this information to avoid some consistency checks; constraint learning 

records new constraints whenever an inconsistency is found in order to reduce, even more, 

the search space. 

Nowadays, several researchers try to work out new backtracking techniques [83] or studying 

and classifying the vast quantity of backtracking algorithms [84]. Also, some researchers have 

published important articles about bioinformatics that tell us that cells use backtracking 

algorithms to establish a relationship between them or for controlling some cellular functions, 

[85] and [86], proving that backtracking is an intuitive method graph search method also used 

for several bio-organisms. 

 

2.3.1.4. Branch & Bound 

B&B was first proposed by A. H. Land and A. G. Doig in 1960, [87], and it is a search tree 

pruning technique which procedure is very similar to backtracking. However, B&B is not 

limited to a unique way of traversing the hierarchy space.  

B&B procedure requires two tools: 

 Branching: it is a splitting tool used to convert a set of solutions into smaller sets. 

 Bounding: it calculates upper and lower bounds to reduce the search space. 
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The key idea of B&B is that when a tree node is not inside the bounds, so the solutions that 

come up from this node will be worse than other solutions from other nodes, then it discards 

this node, thus it prunes the branch that arises from this node. 

Some examples of B&B applications are object localization [88], face recognition [89] or 

scheduling trains in a railway network [90]. 

 

2.3.1.5. A* 

In 1964 N. Nilsson proposed a heuristic based approach to speed up the Dijkstra’s algorithm1 

called A1 [91]. Then, in 1967 B. Raphael made some improvements upon A1 and called this 

new algorithm A2 [92]. In 1968 P. E. Hart discovered that using a consistent heuristic, A2 was 

optimal and he called it A* [93]. 

A* (pronounced A star) is a kind of best-first-search2 as it expands the most promising node 

according to a distance-plus-cost heuristic function  ( ). This function is the sum of two 

terms. 

      f x g x h x   (2.28) 

Where  ( ) is the path cost function, which is the cost from the starting node to the current 

node and  ( ) is an admissible heuristic estimate3 of the distance to the target node. This 

estimation can be the Euclidean distance between the node and the goal as it is the minimum 

distance between them. Thus A* expands the most promising node according to  ( ).  

Figure 2.12 shows a graph with the distances between nodes and their cost functions and 

heuristics. In this example, A* would choose node B as the most promising node as  ( )      

and  ( )     . However,  ( )     ( ), thus A* would expand node C. Then,  ( )    

 ( ) therefore A* would expand node E until the goal node. 

A* method is widely used in robot localization [94], among others. Also all DFS algorithms can 

be implemented using A* considering a global counter initialized with a very large number. 

When a node is processed its newly discovered neighbors are assigned to the counter and 

after each single assignment the counter is decreased by one. Therefore, the earlier a node is 

discovered the higher its  ( ) value. 

 
                                                           

1
 Graph search algorithm that finds the lowest cost path in a given graph between two nodes expanding 

the most promising node according to a rule, [79]. 

2
 It is a search algorithm which explores a graph by expanding the most promising node. When the first 

selected path cost is higher than one of the discarded nodes, the algorithm expands the most promising 
(firstly discarded) node and so on, [79]. 

3
 A heuristic function is said to be admissible if it is not greater than the lowest cost path to the goal, 

[147].  
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Figure 2.12. Graph example to illustrate A* mechanism 

 

2.3.1.6. Linear programming 

The problem of optimizing a linear goal function subjected to linear constraints dates back at 

least as far as Fourier (1768-1830) when he developed the method called Fourier-Motzkin 

elimination for solving a system with linear inequalities. The linear constraints are usually 

posed as linear equalities or linear inequalities and the whole problem can be expressed as 

 max T

x
c x  (2.29) 

 Ax b  (2.30) 

 0x  (2.31) 

Where   is the vector of variables,   and   are vectors with known coefficients and   is a 

matrix with known coefficients. The constraints      and     form the feasible region 

which is a convex polytope1. 

LP is a technique used to solve the solve the optimization problem posed in (2.29), (2.30) and 

(2.31). The first LP was developed in 1939 by L. Kantorovich [95] though  this optimization 

problem dates back, as said before, some centuries ago. Kantorovich’s LP was used in World 

War II to plan outgoings and returns in order to minimize costs to the army and maximize 

losses to the enemy. Due to the war situation it was kept in secret. In 1947 George B. Dantzig, 

[96], published the simplex method which is capable to reduce drastically the number of 

possible optimal solutions that must be checked which reduces drastically the computational 

cost. Simplex method first makes a feasible solution at a vertex of the feasible polytope and 

search the optimal solution going from vertex to vertex of the feasible region with successfully 

                                                           

1
 Geometric object with flat sides, which exists in any general number of dimensions. 
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higher values of the objective function until it founds the optimal solution or it establishes that 

no solution exists. 

Nowadays linear programming is widely used yet as it has many applications such as decoding 

and error correcting [97], [98] and [99], compressed sensing [100], minimizing the cost of 

sensors for complete coverage of a sensor field [101], etc. 

 

  Incomplete optimization methods 2.3.2.

Sometimes it is not necessary or possible (due to the problem’s size) to give the global optimal 

solution to a given problem, so a local optimum is good enough. Therefore, local search 

algorithms, which are simpler and less computational costing than the methods presented in 

the previous section, are better enough for this task. The main local search methods are: 

 Hill climbing 

 Gradient based search 

 Tabu search 

Additionally, usually the global optimum is needed but there are some time constraints that 

discard the use of the complete optimization methods. In answer to this problem, incomplete 

global search algorithms were developed. These algorithms are able to find an acceptably good 

solution in a fixed amount of time. The most popular incomplete global search algorithms are: 

 Simulated annealing 

 Genetic algorithms 

 Ant colony optimization 

 Particle swarm optimization 

Global optimization is an important field of research as researchers are continuously proposing 

new algorithms. Some examples of the latest optimization algorithms are: 

 Spiral optimization 

 Cuckoo search 

 Firefly algorithm  

 

2.3.2.1. Hill climbing 

Hill climbing belongs to the local search algorithms family. It is an iterative algorithm that seeks 

the optimum by continuously changing an arbitrarily initial solution. It modifies an element of 

the solution at each iteration and if the change provides a better solution, it performs an 

incremental change to the new solution. When it finds a local optimum which is not able to 

avoid by simply changing a single element, the algorithm will consider this optimum as the 

best possible solution, [79]. Thus it is not able to distinguish between a global optimum and a 

local optimum. 
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Despite hill climbing weaknesses, it is a very popular optimizing method due to its simplicity 

and it may be useful in limited time or real time applications such as online signature 

verification [102]. 

Iterated Hill climbing is a hill climbing variant which tries to minimize its dependence on the 

initial solution (initial conditions) performing a hill climbing on several initial solutions. This 

reduces the probability the algorithms gets stacked on a plain region or on a local optimum. 

Nevertheless, it cannot ensure the solution found is the global optimum.  

 

2.3.2.2. Gradient based search 

Many methods attempt to use the first (and sometimes the second) order derivatives of the 

target function. Sometimes a maximum or minimum can be found by solving the equation 

    , where   is the target function. In many cases, nevertheless, this equation cannot be 

solved in closed form but the gradient can be computed locally. Therefore, these algorithms 

seeks the optimum starting from an arbitrary point and going towards the maximum 

(minimum) through the path with higher (lower) gradient. The most popular deterministic 

search algorithm is the gradient descend also known as steepest descend method, [103]. 

When these algorithms find a local optimum, as hill climbing method, they would not be able 

to avoid it and they would be trapped in it. However, they are widely used, particularly in 

convex search spaces, due to its fast convergence. Some practical examples of these 

algorithms are adaptive filtering and signal processing [104]. 

 

2.3.2.3. Tabu search 

TS was presented in 1989 by Fred W. Glover, [105] and [106]. It is a local search method that 

iteratively moves from one solution to an improved solution in the neighborhood of the 

previous one. Thus, it randomly searches the optimum searching the best solution in a 

neighborhood like hill climbing does. However, Tabu search improves other local search 

algorithms by introducing a “tabu list” which is a list of the   previously checked solutions and 

solutions that not satisfy the given constraints. The algorithm uses this list to avoid repeatedly 

checking these “tabu” solutions.  

Tabu search algorithm not only saves a list of the “tabu” solutions, it also can save lists of rules 

that intend the algorithm to move to promising areas of the search space or intend to unstuck 

it from some local optimums or plateau areas where it has fallen. These rules are introduced in 

order to avoid the problems of the local search algorithms, although they are not sufficient to 

guarantee a global search of the optimum whatever the search space is. 
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2.3.2.4. Simulated annealing 

SA is a global search algorithm that was independently described by S. Kirkpatrick, C. D. Gelatt 

and M. P. Vecchi [107] in 1983 and by V. Cerný [108] in 1985. It is based on a metallurgy 

technique that consists on heating and cooling a material to increase the size of its crystals and 

reduce its defects. When the material is heated, the atoms are freed from their initial positions 

(local energy minimums) and wander randomly across the space. Then, the slow cooling gives 

them more chances of falling in a lower energy state than the initial one. Hence, at each 

iteration, the SA algorithm considers a neighboring state of the current state, and randomly 

chooses moving the system to the new state or staying in the current state. This step is 

repeated until it reaches a good enough state (solution) or it exceeds a given amount of time. 

The neighboring state generator must be able to avoid local minimums. Thus the performance 

of the algorithm will depend on how the neighboring state generator is set. If the radius of the 

neighbor is underestimated, the algorithm may converge to a local optimum. However, if it is 

overestimated it may slow down the convergence of the algorithm. 

Not only the neighbor generator configuration determines the convergence to the global 

optimum, also the probability of changing the state does. For example, if the energy of state  , 

 ( ), is lower (and so better) than the energy of state   ,  (  ), the algorithms will stay in 

state   and vice versa. 

     | ' 1P s E s E s   (2.32) 

     ' | ' 1P s E s E s   (2.33) 

This leads the algorithm to the closest sub-optimum. But if we allow the algorithm to do some 

“bad” moves we spread its mobility and therefore the algorithm performs a “more” global 

search. For example, if we use the formulation given in [107] (equations (2.34) and (2.35)) we 

let the algorithm performs some “bad” moves to spread its search. 

     ' | ' 1P s E s E s   (2.34) 

     
   '

' | '

E s E s

TP s E s E s e



   (2.35) 

Simulated annealing is used for 3D face recognition [109], size optimization of energy 

conversion systems [110] and scheduling [111] among others. 

 

2.3.2.5. Genetic algorithms 

The first computer simulations of the evolution started in the 1950s with the work of 

researchers such as Nils A. Barricelli [112] [113] or Alex Fraser [114] [115], becoming more 

common in the 1960s. However, it was the work of Ingo Rechenberg [116] and Hans-Paul 

Schwefel [117] [118] what made artificial evolution a widely recognized optimization method. 
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Genetic algorithms, as it is known nowadays, became popular through John Holland’s book 

“Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems” in 1975, [119]. Although all research done in 

1960s and 1970s, genetic algorithms approaches were largely theoretical until 1980s with the 

increase of desktop computational power available. Thus, in this decade, General Electric sold 

the world’s first commercial GA product for desktop computers, what made possible the 

implementation of several practical applications of GA algorithms. 

GA, as its names suggests, is based on the natural evolution process to perform a global 

optimum search to a given problem. It belongs to the class of evolutionary techniques, [120], 

and it is probably its most popular member. GA mimics the natural selection, and the 

crossover and mutation of the chromosomes that lead natural species evolve. 

GA methodology consists on first generating a population of chromosomes, which are 

candidate solutions to the given problem, and then check the fitness of every chromosome. 

The fitness quantifies how good is a solution according to a fitness function which usually is the 

objective function to optimize. After that, it mimics the natural selection, selecting a portion of 

the initial population that would breed the new generation. The selection process can be 

random assigning a probability of being chosen to each chromosome according to its fitness or 

deterministic just choosing the best members.  

Once the selection is done, GA mimics the natural reproduction or crossover between 

chromosomes selecting a pair of parent chromosomes for each child chromosome that is going 

to be generated. Also the selection of the parents can be done randomly assigning 

probabilities to every candidate parent according to its fitness and according to the number of 

children it has generated before in order to keep diversity. The breed of the new chromosome 

is done choosing genes (solution features) of each parent. There are many types of crossover1 

that differ in the manner they choose the features of each parent. One possibility, called single 

point crossover, is to enumerate all genes and then generate a random number  . All genes 

with a lower or equal number than   are from parent one and genes with higher number than 

  are from parent two. This crossover method can be done using more than one random 

number generating several intervals. Another popular crossover method is the uniform 

crossover that consists on assigning a probability to each gene, usually 0.5 to each gene of 

each parent. And then randomly select them. If the probability is 0.5, the children will have 

50% of genes of each parent in average. 

After the crossover, a mutation2 process is applied in order to keep diversity between 

generations. Like in crossover, there are several mutation procedures that differ in the 

probability of mutation  . The most popular are: 

 Bit string mutation: it is used when genes are Boolean variables. 

                                                           

1
 Genetic operator used to vary the features of a chromosome(s) from one generation to the next 

combining the features of the parents. 

2
 Genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity that consists on altering one or more gene values 

from its initial state. 
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Where   is the number of genes of each chromosome. 

 Flip bit: it is used when genes are Boolean variables and it consists on applying the 

NOT Boolean operator to the bit.  

 Boundary: it consists on applying lower and upper bounds to all genes. It is used for 

integer or float genes. 

 Uniform: it consists on replacing the value of a chosen gene by a uniform random 

variable. It is used with integer and float genes. 

 Gaussian: it consists on assigning a random Gaussian distributed value to a chosen 

gene and change its value if the random value exceeds the given lower and upper 

bounds. This method is used with Boolean genes. 

Despite of the previously presented mutation operators there is no rule or hint that tell which 

is the best operator. It depends on the application and even on the phase of the GA, the 

diversity of the population. A bad mutation operator can lead to a slow convergence or to 

stack the algorithm in a local optimum or plateau region.  

The selection and reproduction (crossover and mutation) procedures are repeated creating a 

new population at each iteration. The algorithms ends up when an acceptable good solution 

(chromosome) is found or it exceeds a fixed amount of time. These constraints make GA being 

considered an incomplete optimization method as it cannot guarantee the given solution is the 

optimal. Even more, GA method do not guarantee the optimum is ever found. 

GA is a very popular optimization method and it is used in a vast variety of applications among 

which we highlight clustering [38] [36] and location-allocation problem [59] [55] [54] [63]. 

 

2.3.2.6. Ant colony optimization 

ACO was first proposed in 1992 by Marco Dorigo in [121] and [122], and it belongs to the 

swarm intelligence family. 

ACO mimics the behavior of ants seeking path between their colony and a source of food. 

Initially, ants wander randomly until they found food and bring it back to the colony while 

laying down a pheromone1 trail. If other ants find such a trail, they will end up wander 

randomly and they will follow the path to the source food. When they eventually find the food, 

they will bring it back to the colony while laying down the pheromone, reinforcing the route. 

The pheromone trail dissipates along the time, thus the shorter path, the shorter time the 

travelling will be repeated and the higher the pheromone trail. Thus the shorter discovered 

path will prevail among others. Therefore ACO is a search algorithm that seeks the shorter 

path between two nodes as the source food is the goal node and the colony the root node. 

                                                           

1
 It is a secreted or excreted chemical factor that triggers a social response in members of the same 

species 
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As a short path search algorithm ACO is used, for example, for routing problem in wireless 

sensor networks [123]. However it is also used for job scheduling [124] or feature selection for 

classification systems [125]. 

 

2.3.2.7. Particle swarm optimization 

PSO was first presented by Eberhart and Kennedy [126] in 1995 as an intend to simulate social 

behavior. Then it was simplified and considered as an optimizer by Shi and Eberhart [127]. 

PSO algorithm tries to achieve the optimal solution to a given problem, iteratively improving a 

set of candidate solutions. It starts with a population of “particles”, called swarm, that wander 

randomly around the search space. At each iteration, the algorithm checks the fitness of the 

positions (solutions) found by each particle (particle’s positions). Let us assume ip  the best 

position found by the  th particle and g  the best position found by the whole swarm. If the 

new position occupied by the  th particle is the best position found by the particle, ip  is 

updated to this new position. Additionally, if one of the new positions is better than g , g is 

updated. Then the algorithm guides the particle’s move assigning to each particle a velocity 

according to the following expression: 

    r

i i p p i i g g ir r      v v p x g x  (2.36) 

  ,  0,1p gr r U  (2.37) 

  ,r

i low upUv v v  (2.38) 

Where r

iv  is a uniform random variable bounded by 
lowv and 

upv , ix  is the current position 

of the particle and , p  and g are parameters selected by the user to control the behavior 

and efficacy of the algorithm as they control how it guides the particles to the local optimums 

found. There has been a lot of research about the parameters of the PSO as they may have a 

great impact on the optimization performance [128] [129] [130] [131]. 

Since PSO presentation in 1995, it has experienced many changes as researchers have derived 

new versions for new research fields such as power systems [132] or new applications such as 

work scheduling [133]. 
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2.3.2.8. Latest optimization approaches 

As stated previously, there is a great interest on finding new optimization algorithms that 

improve the performance of the existing methods. Among the latest optimization we want to 

highlight SO, CS and FA. 

One of the most recent approaches is SO [134] [135] developed by Tamura and Yasuda in 

2011. It is a metaheuristic1 algorithm inspired by the spiral phenomena in nature. The 

algorithm sets some initial points (solutions) in the search space and checks them in order to 

find the best solution found. Then it sets the best solution as the center of the spiral and 

moves the solutions towards this center with a spiral movement. At each iteration the center is 

re-estimated between all new solutions found. 

CS, [136], is based on some cuckoo2 species that lay their eggs in other host birds nest in order 

that the owner of the nest take care of their children with the risk that if the host discover the 

eggs are not its own, it will either throw these alien eggs away or simply abandon its nest. Thus 

in Cuckoo search each cuckoo egg represents a possible that is laid in a nest (the number of 

nests is fixed previously). The nest with better eggs will carry over the next generation. There is 

also a discovering operator that mimics the behavior of the host bird when it discovers the 

eggs are not their own. This operator usually works on the worsts nests and it is a probability 

of dumping the eggs in the nest.  

FA, [137], is inspired by the flashing behavior of fireflies. Fireflies use their flash ability in order 

to attract other fireflies. Thus, firefly algorithm sets a number of fireflies (candidate solutions) 

with an assigned brightness according to their fitness with the goal function. Fireflies will move 

towards the brightest firefly. However, the perceived brightness decreases as the distance 

between fireflies increases which makes that not all fireflies will feel attract by the same 

firefly. If one firefly does not find any other brighter firefly it will wander randomly. 

 

 Summary optimization 2.3.3.

In this section we reviewed how optimization algorithms can be classified. Then we introduced 

a new definition for completeness and global search and we classified the most relevant 

algorithms according their completeness, pointing out the type of search they perform and 

their main features. Finally, Table 2.3 summarizes main features of each algorithm presented 

in this section. 

 

 
                                                           

1
A metaheuristic is an iterative generation process which guides a subordinate heuristic by combining 

intelligently different concepts for exploring and exploiting the search spaces using learning strategies to 
structure the information in order to find efficiently near-optimal solutions, [148]. 

2
 Medium sized slender birds of the family of Cuculidae. 
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Table 2.3. Optimization methods. 

Algorithm Completeness Search Other features 
Brute Force Complete Global Computational cost proportional to the number of candidate 

solutions. 
Depth-First search Complete Global Worst case computational cost  (| |  | |). 

Worst case space complexity  (| |). 
Breath-First search Complete Global Worst case computational cost  (| |  | |). 

Worst case space complexity  (| |). 
Larger search space than DFS. 

Backtracking Complete Global Increases the search speed allowing backtracks. 
Performance depends on the algorithm and the application. 

Branch & Bound Complete Global Reduces the computational cost pruning the infeasible 
solutions  
Performance depends on the estimations. 

A* Complete Global Reduces the computational cost expanding the most 
promising node. 
Performance depends on the heuristic. 

Linear programming Complete Global Faster than the previous algorithms. 
Only useful with problems modeled by linear equations. 

Hill climbing Incomplete Local Low computational cost. 
Good performance in convex search spaces. 
Target function does not have to be differentiable. 

Iterated Hill climbing Incomplete Local Performs several local searches. 
Low computational cost. 
Better solutions than Hill climbing. 
Good performance in convex search spaces. 
Target function does not have to be differentiable. 

Gradient based 
search 

Incomplete Local Low computational cost. 
Very fast convergence. 
Good performance in convex search spaces. 
The target function has to be differentiable. 

Tabu search Incomplete Local Low computational cost. 
Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
Increase the search space making a tabu list with infeasible 
solutions and previously found bad solutions. 

Simulated annealing Incomplete Global Usually finds good solutions with a few iterations. 
Usually it is not capable to improve the solutions found in the 
early iterations. 
Target function does not have to be differentiable. 

Genetic algorithm Incomplete Global Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
Usually gives better solutions when more time is given. 
Slower than simulated annealing and other optimization 
algorithms. 
The fitness functions may generate bad chromosomes. 

Ant colony 
optimization 

Incomplete Global Efficient for traveling salesman problem. 
Positive feedback accounts for rapid discovery of good 
solutions. 
Theoretical analysis is difficult. 
Sequences of random decisions. 
Time to convergence uncertain though it is guaranteed. 

Particle swarm 
optimization 

Incomplete Global Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
Easy calculations. 
Cannot work out the problems of non-coordinate systems. 

Spiral optimization Incomplete Global Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
Cannot work out the problems of non-coordinate systems. 

Cuckoo search Incomplete Global Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
More robust results than basic PSO. 
Slow convergence. 

Firefly algorithm Incomplete Global Target function does not have to be differentiable. 
Cannot work out the problems of non-coordinate systems. 
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 Optimization methods applied to location-allocation 2.4.

problem 

LA problem is a combinatorial problem that can be solved using complete or incomplete 

optimization methods. However, the method must have some acceleration or space bounding 

techniques in order to find a solution feasibly because the location problem of deciding the 

best match over   possible matches for   facilities, becomes    possible combinations. Just as 

example, solving this problem for 3 possible matches and 20 bars becomes 3486784401 

possible combinations, and when there are 5 possible matches and 40 bars becomes 9.09·1027 

possible combinations.  

 

Table 2.4. Summary of Location-Allocation latest research. 

Year Researcher Optimization 
criteria 

Location model Optimization 
method 

2004 Li and Yeh [59] Minimizing distance Median GA 

2005 Kongsomsaksakul et al. [60] Minimizing distance Capacitated GA 

2006 Pang and Feng [61] Maximizing profit Competitive CSA
1
 

2007 Redondo et al. [68] Maximizing global 
profit 

Competitive GA 

2007 Wen and Iwamura [65] Minimizing distance Capacitated 

Linear 
programming & GA 

2007 Yasenovskiy and Hodgson 
[69] 

Minimizing distance Median CPLEX 

2008 Liu et al. [63] Minimizing 
transportation cost 

Median GA 

2009 Li et al. [52] Minimizing travel 
cost 

Capacitated GA 

2010 Li et al. [53] Minimizing distance Median PSO 

2010 Sasaki et al. [54] Minimizing distance  GA 

2010 Neema et al. [64] Minimize several 
weighted distances 

Median GA 

2011 Comber et al. [55] Minimizing distance Median GA 

 

                                                           

1
 Clonal Selection Algorithm is an optimization method that mimics the acquired immunity of biological 

systems. It consists on a combination of GA without recombination operator and hill climbing. 
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Additionally, the LA search space is not a convex space what discards the use of methods like 

linear programming. Also due to the several local optimums that may exist in the search space 

local optimization methods such as hill climbing or gradient based methods are not expected 

to provide good solutions. Therefore metaheuristic methods such as genetic algorithms or 

particle swarm optimization as they perform a global search may provide good solutions 

though they do not guarantee the given solution is the optimum. Table Table 2.4 shows some 

researches about LA and the optimization algorithms the authors have chosen to solve the 

problem. 

 

 Summary 2.5.

In this chapter we have reviewed the state of the art on the techniques related to this master’s 

thesis. First, we provided a rough history of clustering and then we introduced a brief 

description of clustering and its traditional main techniques such as k-means, hierarchical 

clustering, fuzzy clustering, etc. We also presented some techniques that use tools such as 

neuronal networks or genetic algorithms to perform clustering. Additionally, a description of 

some of the latest clustering techniques is given. All of them have been classified according to 

hard or soft clustering and we have also explained their main strengths and weaknesses. 

Next we described the location-allocation including four LA problems. We also provide a state 

of the art of the mathematical modeling of this problem and some fields where it is common. 

Finally, we introduced the need of optimization algorithms to solve problems like LA. Following 

we roughly classified optimization methods as complete optimization methods and incomplete 

optimization methods and we described the main techniques in each class. Finally we provide 

some information about which optimization methods are more used to solve LA problems. 
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Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

The immobile LA problem is a    combinatorial problem where   is the number of possible 

services (matches) and   the number of facilities. The applicability of optimization methods is 

tied up to the dimensionality of the problem. Therefore, one way to deal with the 

dimensionality is to partition the space and finding the solution for each subspace. The global 

solution can be achieved then combining the partial solutions. Obviously, the partition of the 

space will strongly determine the result of the optimization process. 

In this Master’s Thesis the LA problem refers  to the problem of deciding the sport events a 

group of bars should broadcast in order to maximize the amount of people that will go to such 

bars to watch the matches. In this case, therefore, the facilities are the bars that broadcast a 

certain sport event, and the possible locations are all bars. The group of bars can be all bars in 

a region, or a country or in the world (we used a large list of Spanish bars). Thus the problem 

of dimensionality has to be dealt with. 

The most important feature that determines if a customer prefers to watch a match in a bar 

instead of another one is the distance, especially when it is large. It is obvious that nobody is 

going to travel 100 km just to see a match in a common bar. Thus it seems that clustering the 

data space according to the geographical positions of the bars could be a good way to convert 

a huge problem in several smaller problems. 

Among the clustering techniques presented in Chapter 2 we selected the following: k-means, 

Lloyd’s algorithm, region growing, hierarchical clustering, genetic algorithm based clustering 

and affinity propagation. We discarded fuzzy clustering techniques because we seek a hard 

clustering as we do not want bars in different clusters. Competitive learning has been 

discarded due to its need to be trained. Density clustering also does not fit to our problem 

because it deals with isolated elements as outliers, obviating them, what is not desired. Finally 

multi-way clustering is useful when there are two or more features to take into account to 

perform clustering; nevertheless, we want to make a clustering using only the coordinates of 

each element what makes multi-way clustering useless. 

All clustering results have been obtained using the Euclidean distance among the bars. 

Clustering results have been analyzed using two clustering quality indices (Calinski index and 

Davies-Bouldin index), the size and number of the clusters and the elapsed time. 

CHAPTER 3. Clustering 
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 K-means 3.1.

As it has been told in subsection 2.1.1, k-means is the oldest and one of the most popular 

clustering methods due to its simplicity. One of its most important weaknesses is it needs to 

know the number of clusters a priori. This is an important problem as the number of clusters is 

not known a priori in our case. One way to minimize this drawback is to run several times the 

algorithm for different number of clusters and finally choose the best clustering according to 

the quality indices. To determine the clustering quality we use the Calinski index. Algorithm 

3.1 shows the resulting algorithm. Steps 3 to 10 of the algorithm consists of the basic k-means 

algorithm as explained in subsection 2.1.1, but with some special treatment to deal with 

empty clusters as explained below. The remaining steps, 1-2 and 11-19, evaluate the algorithm 

according to the results obtained with the Calinski index. The main drawback of this algorithm 

is in dense regions more centroids would be set, since centroids are randomly settled and it 

will divide dense homogeneous regions into several different clusters (see Figure 3.1). 

 

Algorithm 3.1. K-means algorithm (with empty clusters removed) 

Require:            ,             
1. for             to             

2.     Choose the number of clusters   randomly 

3.     Select randomly   objects as centroids 

4.     for             to             

5.         Assign every bar to the closest centroid 

6.         if          is empty 

7.             Remove          

8.         else  

9.                
∑   

  
   

  
 

10.         end if 

11.         Calculate Calinski index     

12.         if        

13.                    

14.            Save clustering and remove the previous one. 

15.         else 

16.             Exit the loop 

17.         end if 

18.     end for 

19. end for 

 

On the other hand, the use of the native k-means, so the centroids are initially placed 

randomly across the data space, solves this problem while causing a second one: the presence 

of empty clusters. To avoid this problem there are two alternatives: 
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 Remove empty clusters as in Algorithm 3.1. This reduces drastically the number of 

clusters due to the large amount of empty clusters. 

 Re-assign centroids (Algorithm 3.2), so that empty clusters are moved randomly to 

other place of the space (see Figure 3.2). In that case the number of partitions remains 

the same. 

K-means tends to provide circular clusters (see Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2) as it uses the distance 

between objects and cluster centroids to decide where to put each object. Qunatitave results 

are provided in Table 3.1. 

 

Algorithm 3.2. K-means algorithm (with cluster reassignment) 

Require:            ,             
1. for             to             

2.     Choose the number of clusters   randomly 

3.     Select   geographical coordinates randomly (cluster centroids) 

4.     for             to             

5.         Assign every bar to the closest centroid 

6.         if          is empty 

7.             Assign it a new random centroid    

8.         else  

9.                
∑   

  
   

  
 

10.         end if 

11.         Calculate Calinski index       

12.         if             

13.                         

14.            Save clustering and remove the previous one. 

15.         else 

16.             Exit the loop 

17.         end if 

18.     end for 

19. end for 

 

Table 3.1.K-means results 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

k-means 
(Algorithm 3.1) 

578 28955.66 0.717 896 27 1 59 

k-means 
(Algorithm 3.2) 

1170 50166.93 0.499 444 74 1 1001 
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Figure 3.1. Clustering result using Algorithm 3.1. The number of clusters in the dense regions is higher. 

 

Figure 3.2. Clustering result using Algorithm 3.2. 

 

Both algorithms use the same number of iterations (30) to converge a single initialization, i.e. 

both algorithms use the same number of iterations for the part of Algorithm 2.1. Additionally 

both are executed the same number of times (30) using different initializations (number of 

clusters and seeds positions) Despite of that, Algorithm 3.1 is two times faster than Algorithm 

3.2. However Algorithm 3.2 provides a much better result. This comes from the initializations 

where Algorithm 3.1 plants the seeds in the same position of some elements of the dataset 

randomly selected. This makes that dense regions will have more seeds than less dense 

regions. This provokes that dense regions are separated with several clusters. Instead, 

Algorithm 3.2 plants the seeds randomly over the whole data space avoiding this problem. In 

conclusion, Algorithm 3.2 provides good clustering results as Davies-Bouldin and Calinski 

indices say (see Table 3.1) and a smaller number of clusters than Algorithm 3.1. 

Figure 3.3 shows how the k-means clustering quality evolves depending on the number 

clusters. There we can see that the optimum is reached between 400 and 500 clusters what 

matches with the results presented in Table 3.1. Thus, we can conclude that the presented 

Algorithm 3.2 is able to find a nearly optimal k-means clustering. 
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Figure 3.3. Calinski index vs. number of clusters using Algorithm 3.2 

 

 Lloyd’s algorithm 3.2.

Lloyd’s algorithm is a k-means algorithm approximation. It also needs the number of clusters   

but it does not randomly decide the initial position of the   centroids. Instead of it, it groups 

the data in   random groups and computes the centroid of each group. Then it reassigns bars 

to the closest cluster and recalculates cluster centroid as k-means does. This modification 

avoids the problem of empty clusters provided by isolated centroids. 

 

Table 3.2. Lloyd's algorithm results 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

Lloyd’s algorithm 
(Algorithm 3.3) 

395 21958.88 0.698 17 1 137 3423 

 

Results on the Lloyd’s algorithm are provided in Table 3.2. As it is showed, Lloyd’s Algorithm is 

faster than the two k-means algorithms. The convergence threshold is 30 iterations and the 

number of executions done is 30 as Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.2. It tends to find much 

less clusters than k-means algorithms, between 10 and 20 times less. And, obviously, the 

clusters found are larger. Calinski index indicates the quality of the clustering is lower than 

both k-means algorithms. However, Lloyd’s algorithm clustering seems visually better than 

Algorithm 3.1 result (see Figure 3.4) as it does not divide dense and homogeneous regions in 

several different clusters.  
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This is corroborated by Davies-Bouldin index which is better for Lloyd’s algorithm clustering. Its 

tendency to join isolated and distant elements in the same cluster penalize the Calinski index 

result. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Clustering result using Algorithm 3.3. 

 

Algorithm 3.3. Lloyd’s algorithm 

Require:              ,                
1. for             to             

2.     Choose the number of clusters   randomly 

3.     Divide randomly the dataset into   groups 

4.     Compute the centroid    of every group 

5.     for             to             

6.         Assign every bar to the closest centroid 

7.                
∑   

  
   

  
 

8.         Calculate Calinski index       

9.         if             

10.                         

11.            Save clustering and remove the previous one. 

12.         else 

13.             Exit the loop 

14.         end if 

15.     end for 

16. end for 
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Another Lloyd’s algorithm result is that it tends to equilibrate the population in each cluster, as 

it initially divides the dataset in several parts, what makes that clusters in dense regions 

occupy smaller areas and clusters in less dense regions occupy larger areas. 

Figure 3.5 shows the Calinski index of different clustering using different number of clusters. 

There we can see that the clustering quality decreases (with the used dataset) as the number 

of clusters increases. This matches with the optimum Lloyd’s clustering presented in Table 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.5. Calinski index vs. number of clusters using Lloyd’s algorithm 

 

 Region Growing 3.3.

Region growing is does not tend to find circular shaped clusters as it expands clusters without 

taking into account the centroids of the clusters. Region growing needs a threshold that tells it 

when to stop expanding a region. This parameter can be used as a parameter of control that 

allows the user to decide the minimum distance between two bars of the same cluster.  

 

Algorithm 3.4. Region Growing 

Require:      
1. Assign to each object all objects closer than      

2. Create a list of non-assigned objects             

3. while                     do 

4.                        [ ] 

5.     Create a new cluster and add       , its neighbors, the neighbors of the            
neighbors and so on 

6.     Remove assigned objects from             

7. end while 
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Table 3.3. Region growing results 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
        km 

3 5800.08 0.265 1935 1114 1 4467 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

6 2614.59 0.228 1095 521 1 5885 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

12 1182.52 0.224 707 288 1 8202 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

37 430.88 0.383 280 93 1 10733 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Clustering result using Region Growing and       km 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Clustering result using Region Growing and       km 
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Figure 3.8. Clustering result using Region Growing and       km 

 

Region growing is the fastest algorithm of those described in this chapter (see Table 3.3 and 

Table 3.7), especially when the distance threshold is lower than 15 or 20 km as it is speeded up 

when it uses small clusters. 

As said before, Region growing does not measure the distance between cluster centroids and 

the elements, even more it does not care where the cluster centroids are. This makes the 

cluster to not have circular forms what reduces Calinski index. Nevertheless, Region growing 

results have the lowest Davies-Bouldin index what indicates that it performs a good clustering 

though different than the other techniques. For this reason, we cannot use Calinski Index to 

compare region growing results. For example, results on Table 3.3 show that region growing 

provides a better Calinski index for lower     , however, the results are not better according 

Davies-Bouldin index. This fact means that for lower      the clusters found by region 

growing are more circular shaped and, therefore, the Calinski index is greater. 

Another feature of region growing is the number of elements of the largest cluster. This largest 

cluster has between 30% and 60% of the elements in the dataset (see Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 

and Figure 3.8). This result tells us that there is a region with a high density of elements. This 

feature may put out some problems because our initial aim is to divide the initial dataset in 

several smaller dataset to perform separate LA in each one and if one sub-dataset has about 

half the elements, this partition will not help us. 

Also, region growing puts every isolated element in a different cluster, what makes that it 

provides several clusters with only one element. That is not a problem but at the same time, as 

said before, it puts together in the same cluster a vast amount of elements. 
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 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 3.4.

Hierarchical clustering is a clustering method completely different from k-means and its 

variants. This technique does not require any parameter as it starts assigning one object per 

cluster and then joins the closer clusters and so on. However it needs some parameters to 

decide when to stop joining clusters. An important measure to decide when to stop the 

algorithm is comparing the jump between two consecutives joins, i.e. when the algorithm 

decides to join two clusters because they are very close to each other, it is said the algorithm 

makes a jump as there is an increase of the minimum diameter of the clusters. 

We define a jump as the 5% of difference between hierarchy levels (          ) as it is the 

value for which we achieved the best results regarding results on Figure 3.9. Moreover, we set 

an extra threshold called      to avoid that the algorithm stops in the earlier iterations when 

the size of the clusters is very small. Algorithm 3.5 provides implementation. 

Hierarchical clustering’s main weakness is its speed. As it can be seen in Table 3.4, the amount 

of time it needs to finish is huge and unfeasible. In terms of clustering quality, it achieves good 

results as Calinski and Davies-Bouldin indices show though it does not provide the best 

clustering. Beyond indices, the clusters it finds are well defined as the algorithm detects well 

the main centroids (centroids of the main regions). The number of clusters it finds is similar to 

region growing, and lower than k-means algorithms. But as said before, the unfeasible 

computational time it needs avoids its use for our purposes. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Hierarchical clustering results using different        
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Algorithm 3.5. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 

Require:             and             

1. Create one cluster per object 

2. while             do 

3.     Calculate distances between clusters 

4.     Find the minimum distance      

5.     Join the pair of closer clusters 

6.           
         

    
 

7.     if                           do 

8.         Save the new clustering 

9.         Exit while loop 

10.     end if 

11. end while 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Clustering result using hierarchical clustering. 

 

Table 3.4. Hierarchical clustering results 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

Hierarchical 
clustering 
(Algorithm 3.5) 

36636 16592.55 0.472 139 10 1 4487 
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 Genetic algorithm based clustering 3.5.

Genetic clustering exploits the searching capability of genetic algorithms for automatically 

evolving the number of clusters as well as proper clustering of any data set. We followed the 

approach [138] resulting in Algorithm 3.6. 

This algorithm starts creating a population of chromosomes (initialization, steps 1-6). Each 

chromosome has a random number of clusters centroids   . However the chromosome 

lengths are equal because it sets a constant length         and then it randomly distributes 

the centroids across this string of    slots. It fills the empty slots with a constant symbol that 

indicates the slot is empty (see Figure 3.11).  

 

 

Figure 3.11. Chromosome example. The      centroids are distributed along the      slots 

 

To select the parents of one population to generate offspring to the next generation roulette 

selection is applied. It consists in generating a number of copies of every individual 

proportional to their fitness. All these copies are put in a pool and then some of them are 

selected randomly to breed a new generation (steps 13-15).  

Fitness (step 11) of a chromosome is related to the clustering quality resulting from the 

centroids it represents. Thus, the fitness is calculated using the Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) so 

that the lower DBI the better the clustering (see subsection 2.1.11). So, the fitness is defined as 

     . We discarded the use of Calinski index to define the fitness because it provides results 

with high differences, not proportional to the differences between clusterings. This fact 

provokes that the diversity of the population decreases a lot in few iterations. 

Regarding crossover (step 16), a single point crossover is used. It consists of randomly selecting 

a number   between 1 and  , where   is the length of the chromosome. Then two children are 

created assigning to the first child, the first   genes of the first parent and the last     gens 

from the second parent. The second child is created assigning the first   genes from the 

second parent and the last     genes from the first (see Figure 3.12). 

 

Figure 3.12. Single point crossover 
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Regarding mutation (step 17), each centroid      of each chromosome, with probability 

         , is changed according the following rule: 

 , ,

,

,

(1 2 ) 0

2 0

i k i k

i k

i k

 





 

z δ z
z

δ z
 (3.1) 

Where   or – signs occurs with equal probability and   is a uniform random number between 

0 and 1. 

 

 

Figure 3.13.Genetic clustering 

Genetic clustering is a slow algorithm as the results show on see Table 3.5. It also tends to find 

a low number of clusters like Lloyd’s algorithm. In fact, it provides similar results as Lloyd’s 

algorithm, so it is able to find good results in terms of Calinski and Davies-Bouldin indices, 

though not the best. As Lloyd’s algorithm it tends to equilibrate the amount of elements in 

each clustering varying the cluster’s areas (see Figure 3.13). This property is useful as we want 

to partition a huge problem into several smaller problems. Nevertheless, genetic clustering 

tends to divide a dense and homogeneous region in a few clusters what is not desired. 

The number of generations analyzed is 100; the population size is [      ] (other parameters 

are expound in Algorithm 3.6). Table 3.5 shows the results obtained using different 

population sizes. There we can see that the larger population the algorithm has more chances 

to find a better solution, though it does not ensure it finds the best solution. Moreover, the 

amount of memory needed increases with the population, thus we finally limited the 

population size to 75 individuals. Figure 3.14 shows the best individual fitness in each 

generation. When the algorithm is close to 100 generations it starts to stabilize it. 
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Table 3.5. Genetic clustering results 

Population size Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

25 2187 13008.09 0.776 28 1 134 1201 

50 2910 9854.67 0.845 27 1 157 1256 

75 1188 16889.09 0.536 5 1 350 11181 

100 4575 15911.56 0.757 14 1 366 2305 

125 2010 16142.77 0.618 3 1 1849 11746 

150 5122 18620.14 0.591 5 1 366 10594 

 

Algorithm 3.6. Genetic clustering 

Require:                   ,               ,               , 

                  

1. for each chromosome   in the population 

2.     Generate a number    

3.     Choose    points randomly from the data (objects positions) 

4.     Distribute these points randomly in the chromosome 

5.     Set unfilled positions to null 

6. end for 

7. while                          

8.     for each chromosome   in the population 

9.         Extract the    centers stored in it 

10.        Perform clustering by assigning each object to the closest cluster (centroid) 

11.        Compute fitness using Davies-Bouldin index 

12.     end for 

13.     Create a pool of chromosomes making    copies of each chromosome and      
proportional to the chromosome fitness 

14.     for j = 1 to               

15.         Select randomly two parent chromosomes from the pool 

16.         Perform crossover to create two new chromosomes 

17.         Perform mutation over the new chromosomes 

18.     end for 

19.     Select the                best members (between parents and children) for 

the next generation 

20.                         

21. end while 

22. Select the best member in the last generation 
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Figure 3.14. Fitness evolution (vertical axis) of the best individual vs. generation (horizontal axis) 

 

 Affinity propagation 3.6.

Affinity propagation is a clustering technique developed by Frey and Duek, members of the 

University of Toronto. They have published some implementation of their algorithm in C and 

Matlab. The implementation, we had access to, is done in Matlab.  

Affinity propagation tends to discover the more representative objects in a dataset, so it can 

perform clustering without additional parameters. However, it uses     matrices, where   

is the number of objects in the dataset. This implies the algorithm needs a huge amount of 

memory resources when it works on large datasets. The Matlab implementation provided by 

the University of Toronto can run over datasets smaller than 16000 objects. For lager datasets 

a sparse version of affinity propagation should be used.  

 

 

Figure 3.15. Clustering result using Affinity propagation 
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As shown in Table 3.6, the time expended by affinity propagation’s Matlab implementation is 

3892 seconds, so it is a slow algorithm when it works over large datasets. However the 

clustering quality in terms of Calinski and Davies-Bouldin indices is good, though k-means 

(Algorithm 3.2) provides better results and in a lower amount of time. 

As Lloyd’s algorithm or genetic clustering, affinity propagation tends to equilibrate the 

elements of each cluster varying the area each cluster occupies. However, it finds smaller 

clusters than Lloyd’s algorithm and genetic clustering, what induces it to find more clusters 

than these two algorithms. It also divides a dense homogeneous region into a few different 

clusters. 

 

Table 3.6. Affinity propagation results 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of clusters 

Number 
of min. 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

Affinity 
propagation 

3892 27037.92 0.665 92 1 18 690 

 

 Discussion 3.7.

In this chapter we analyze the behavior of some clustering techniques in our LA problem, 
obtaining several clusters of bars placed in Catalunya. Following a comparison of these 
techniques is presented (Table 3.7). 

All techniques presented before, except region growing, tend to create circular shaped clusters 

as they use the distance between objects and cluster centroids. However, region growing uses 

the distance between objects, and it does not matter where the cluster centroids are. 

Therefore, the use of indices such as Calinski or Davies-Bouldin may bias the comparison 

between the beforehand mentioned techniques because these indices use cluster centroids to 

evaluate the within (clusters) homogeneity and the between (clusters) heterogeneity. Despite 

of that, they are a useful tool that we have used. 

If we focus in the quality indices to evaluate the different clustering techniques, it can be said 

that k-means technique provides the best performance followed by genetic clustering and 

Lloyd’s Algorithm. The differences between the results achieved using Algorithm 3.1 and 

Algorithm 3.2 come from the way the initial seeds are planted. The first one plants a random 

number of seeds selecting a random amount of objects. This induces to put more seeds around 

the densest regions what implies that dense regions will be divided in several clusters. This 

may reduce the quality of the clustering as it tends to divide homogeneous regions. Instead, 

Algorithm 3.2 plants seeds uniformly across the data space avoiding the previously exposed 

problem. Also, reassigning a new centroid to the empty clusters is like the algorithm is 
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executed more times what tends to improve the final solution but also slow down the 

algorithm. 

Lloyd’s algorithm gives similar results as k-means does, however the quality is lower. This is 

caused, mainly, for the algorithm tendency to join isolated objects because it starts doing 

random groups of objects, and although it recalculates the centroids and reassign objects to 

the closest centroid, some centroids are set between isolated objects. A proof of that is that 

the less dense areas the clusters are bigger, they occupy wider areas, and the densest regions 

are divided in several clusters. This feature tends to equilibrate the amount of elements in 

each cluster. Genetic clustering and affinity propagation also have this feature. 

Genetic clustering provides good results, though it does not improve the results given by 

Lloyd’s algorithm, either k-means algorithms or affinity propagation. It is also slower than 

these algorithms. This fact means that the genetic operations work worse than simply rerun 

the algorithm with different initializations.  

Hierarchical clustering does not require any parameters to perform clustering. However, it 

needs some thresholds to decide when to stop joining clusters. Depending on these thresholds 

different results will be obtained. Generally, hierarchical clustering provides good results, but 

the spent time is really huge and the quality of the result does not compensate it, what makes 

hierarchical clustering useless in front of other algorithms. 

Affinity propagation provides very good results in terms of Calinski and Davies-Bouldin indices. 

As Lloyd’s algorithm or genetic algorithm, it tends to group the less dense regions in a few 

wide clusters and divides the more populated areas in some small but dense clusters. This 

reduces the differences between clusters in terms of population. Despite the similarities with 

Lloyd’s algorithm results, affinity propagation clustering is better than Lloyd’s, but also spends 

much more time. 

Region growing does not provide clustering results with good Calinski indices, although it 

achieves good Davies-Bouldin indices. The reason may be, Calinski indices evaluate de global 

heterogeneity between clusters and the homogeneity into the clusters and Davies-Bouldin 

index evaluates the quality using equation (3.2) (see page 30). 

 , ,

,
1 ,

1
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K
i q j q

j j i
i ij t

S S

K d


  
 
  

  (3.2) 

So, it only cares the pairs of cluster that maximize the within differences divided by the 

distance between the cluster centroids. Note that the within differences are computed using 

the cluster centroids, thus the more circular the cluster is the better. This makes Davies-

Bouldin index introduce a bias in the quality evaluation of non-circular clusters. But in our case, 

it tells us region growing results are not bad. To evaluate the quality of the region growing 

results we can focus in how the clusters are and how many there are. Region growing gives a 

similar amount of clusters (depending on the distance threshold) as k-means algorithms, 

although there is a big difference between the sizes of the clusters (see the largest cluster 

given by       km has 5885 objects and the smaller 1). This is caused for the nature of the 
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data (there are a very dense large region and a lot of isolated objects) but also for how region 

growing works. It guarantees that the frontiers between clusters will be wide empty regions 

and the wideness is determined by the distance threshold. This is not guaranteed for the other 

presented algorithms. Therefore region growing provides a completely different clustering 

than other algorithms and the fitness of it depends on the desired clustering features. Another 

point for region growing is its speed. It is the fastest algorithm what makes it the only feasible 

algorithm with larger datasets (the dataset used has 15578 objects). However it has a 

weakness as it tends to join different dense regions due to the outliers between them. In the 

dataset used there some dense regions very close to each other and most of the elements 

belong to them. This causes that region growing finds a large and dense cluster, which contains 

most of the elements in the datasets.  

 

Table 3.7. Clustering algorithms results achieved from a dataset of 15578 Catalan bars. 

Algorithm Expended 
time (s) 

Calinski 
Index 

DB 
Index 

Number 
of 

clusters 

Number 
of 

minimal 
clusters 

Smallest 
cluster 

Largest 
cluster 

k-means 
(Algorithm 3.1) 

578 28955.66 0.717 896 27 1 59 

k-means 
(Algorithm 3.2) 

1170 50166.93 0.499 444 74 1 1001 

Lloyd’s algorithm 
(Algorithm 3.3) 

395 21958.88 0.698 17 1 137 3423 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

6 2614.59 0.228 1095 521 1 5885 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

12 1182.52 0.224 707 288 1 8202 

Region growing 
(Algorithm 3.4) 
      km 

37 430.88 0.383 280 93 1 10733 

Hierarchical 
clustering 
(Algorithm 3.5) 

36636 16592.55 0.472 139 10 1 4487 

Genetic clustering 
(Algorithm 3.6) 

4575 15911.56 0.757 14 1 366 2305 

Affinity 
propagation 

3892 27037.92 0.665 92 1 18 690 
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Summarizing, region growing is the fastest algorithm and it is the one that fittest when there is 

a large amount of objects. However, in our case, we wish the clusters be circular and to 

minimize the differences between clusters in terms of population. Thus the best algorithm is k-

means (Algorithm 3.2). If the dataset is very large, a k-means approximation like Lloyd’s 

algorithm should be used due to time issues. 
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Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

This Master’s Thesis studies the problem of global optimization applied to location-allocation. 

Particularly, it tries to find the best solution to the problem of where to broadcast sport events 

(location) and how to allocate the audience (allocation). Figure 4.1 shows a LA example; on the 

left it shows the position of the customers (small colored squares) and their desired match 

(each match is represented with a color) and the positions of the bars (big black squares); on 

the right it shows the same customers and bars but after LA, so it shows the match assigned to 

each bar that maximize the global weighted demand.  

 

Figure 4.1. Example of LA. 

CHAPTER 4. Location-allocation 
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In this chapter we firstly present the mathematical model we used to solve this problem; then 

we provide our implementation of GA, SA and CS to solve the LA problem; finally we present 

the results obtained with the three algorithms in order to analyze their performance on solving 

the stated LA problem. The three optimization algorithms are applied to 10 different clusters 

of different shapes and sizes that are showed in Appendix B. We compare the solutions of the 

three algorithms in terms of fitness, equation (4.6), in terms of time needed to find it and in 

terms of percent of satisfied customers and percent of empty bars. 

In section 2.3 we presented several optimization methods, nevertheless, we discarded most of 

them as they are useless for the features of our problem. For example, we discarded brute 

force, DFS, BFS and backtracking for the size of the graph. If there are only 40 bars and 4 

possible matches the number of nodes is 2560000. We also discarded other path search 

algorithms (A*, B&B and ACO) as the space search they need is very huge. 

Moreover, due to the solution space is a non-convex space with several local optimums, 

algorithms such as linear programming, gradient based search, tabu search or hill climbing are 

not expected to obtain good solutions. 

Additionally, the solution space belongs to a non-coordinate system what presents the 

possibility of using algorithms that search the optimum solution using a coordinate system 

such as PSO, FA or SO.  

On the other hand, GA, SA and CS are heuristic methods that perform a global search and do 

not need a coordinate system. However, they are not complete algorithms but the more time 

they have, the better the solution they find. Thus, these optimization methods are suitable to 

find, at least, a good enough solution to our LA problem. 

 

 Mathematical model 4.1.

Notations 

1 2, , ,
bars

q q q q

Nx x xx   the  th solution vector. It contains the match each bar 

broadcasts. 

 0, ,q

i matchesx N    the match assigned to the  th bar in the  th solution. 

 0, ,j matchesM N    the desired match of the  th customer. 

 0,1q

ijz    a variable that indicates if the  th customer is assigned to the 

 th bar in the  th solution. 

2

ijd   the square Euclidean distance between the  th customer and 

the  th bar. 
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There are several factors that take part when a person decides to watch a sport event and 

where he or she goes to watch it. We focus on the people that go to a bar to watch a certain 

sport event. These audience or customers, decide to go to a certain bar depending on if it 

broadcasts the match, depending on the distance to the bar, and depending on some 

preferences like tradition, food, etc. Nevertheless, we assume that the main factor that takes 

part in the bar choice by a customer, between several bars that broadcast the same match, is 

the physical distance. We approximate the distances between bars and customers by the 

Euclidean distance because it can be easily calculated since the positions of customers and 

bars are known. 

Then, the problem of deciding the match each bar has to broadcast in order to maximize the 

global demand can be formulated as  

  
1

max
bars

q
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i j ijx M z    (4.5) 

The target function considers the distance between the bars and the customers as it is the 

main factor that influences in the customers bar choice. Thus, we defined  (  ( )) as 

equation (4.2), where            is the number of customers and    
  is the square distance 

between the  th bar and the  th customer. Equation (4.3) is used to avoid overflowing the 

capacity of each bar. 

Note that this new definition of the problem does not consider as mandatory to satisfy all 

customers, it just maximizes the total number of customers weighting them with the distance 

to the assigned bar. 
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 Genetic algorithm 4.2.

GA is an optimization technique that uses the ability of genetic operators to iteratively 

improve a population of solutions in order to achieve the best possible solution (see 

subsection 2.3.2.5). 

We solve the proposed LA problem using the GA, Algorithm 4.1. We defined the 

chromosomes as strings of length  , where   is the number of bars of the cluster under study. 

These strings contain, in each slot, the match each bar has to broadcast. Thus each 

chromosome only has the information of which match is assigned to each facility. 

Regarding the reproduction process (step 6), the chromosomes are combined using a single 

point crossover (see Figure 3.12) and a mutation function where each slot has a probability 

          of being mutated, thus of changing the match for another arbitrary one. When a 

slot is changed, all matches have the same probability of being selected. Regarding the 

crossover, the pairs of parents are selected according the roulette selection (see subsection 

2.3.2.5). 

To maintain the population size, a reinsertion operator (step 9) has been used after each new 

generation breeding. This operator selects the best members between the parents and the 

children according to their fitness and then it inserts them to the next generation. The fitness 

of each chromosome is the result obtained using equation (4.6) after allocating customers to 

their closest bar that broadcasts their desired match. Thus, the fitness value consists of the 

global weighted demand. 

   2
1 1 1

bars customers
qN N
ij

i j ij

z
Fitness q

d 




   (4.6) 

In order to work out the most suitable population size for GA we have run it with different 

population sizes (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2). Given the results, we can say that for larger 

populations the achieved solution is usually better (higher fitness), although the time needed 

(as well as the memory resources) to find it is also greater. So there is a compromise between 

the quality of the solution and the cost to find it. We have considered that a population size of 

50 individuals is an appropriate value. 
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Algorithm 4.1. Genetic algorithm based location-allocation 

Require:               ,                   ,                      
1.    ;     ;         

2. Initialize: create               new chromosomes 

3. Perform allocation of customers for each chromosome 

4. Compute the fitness of each chromosome 

5. while (                )     (                    ) 

6.     Create             new chromosomes using crossover and mutation operators 

7.     Perform allocation of each chromosome 

8.     Compute the fitness of each chromosome 

9.     Select the best             for the next generation 

10.     Find the best chromosome and its fitness      

11.     if           

12.                 

13.     else 

14.              

15.                   

16.     end if  

17.           

18. end while 

 

 

Table 4.1. Fitness of the final solution found by GA using different population sizes 

Population 
size 

Number of facilities 

8 18 48 50 72 127 

5 81.82 199.53 737.95 788.81 1128.17 1975.65 

10 82.66 197.77 750.44 810.24 1136.55 1977.84 

25 83.65 199.98 760.38 822.99 1139.24 1986.52 

50 83.61 200.50 757.23 818.76 1144.07 1985.82 

100 83.65 201.92 759.06 826.63 1142.85 1984.38 

150 83.65 201.76 761.23 821.06 1145.83 1991.16 
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Table 4.2. Elapsed time (s) by GA with different population sizes 

Population 
size 

Number of facilities 

8 18 48 50 72 127 

5 0.038 0.213 1.381 2.165 3.022 7.454 

10 0.056 0.304 3.524 3.439 6.625 21.242 

25 0.169 0.730 9.165 9.632 18.948 52.218 

50 0.394 1.822 21.424 23.238 40.701 101.783 

100 0.696 4.163 42.833 46.181 85.762 223.688 

150 1.008 6.631 64.651 66.839 122.257 289.406 

 

 Simulated annealing 4.3.

SA, as said in subsection 2.3.2.4, is a global search technique based on a metallurgy technique 

that heats and cools the material to move their atoms in order they reach lower energy states. 

SA tries to iteratively improve an initial solution with this heating-and-cooling process. The 

algorithm has three main steps: neighbor selection, energy calculation and the state choice. 

Regarding the neighbor selection (step 13 in Algorithm 4.2), SA usually selects a neighbor 

solution of the current solution in order to compare both solutions and then move the 

algorithm to the new solution if this is better. This neighbor selection needs to define a 

coordinate system or some kind of neighborhood function. As in our case we do not have any 

coordinate system, we implemented a neighborhood function that builds a new solution 

(neighbor) from another one by assigning to each bar a certain probability of changing its 

match. The probability is determined according an exponential function that depends on the 

occupation of the match (see equation (4.7)), where the occupation    of each bar is the 

number of customers of this bar divided by its capacity. Thus, if the bar   has low occupation 

when it broadcasts a certain match, it will have a greater probability that in the new solution 

(neighbor) it has to broadcast a different match. So, in this new neighbor function we implicitly 

defined a proximity criterion that depends on the occupation of the bars, hence when a bar is 

full it is very difficult that the neighbor solution selected by the function changes the match of 

these bar because a solution with a different match for this bar is a very “far” solution. 

  change the match
io

P e 


  (4.7) 

Additionally, we defined the parameter   to scale the probability depending on the ratio 
          

∑   
     
   

 (steps 1-5) and depending on the phase of the algorithm (steps 10-12) to increase the 

convergence in the final last iterations. Figure 4.2 shows the probability functions given 

different  . 
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Figure 4.2. Probability function of changing a match given the occupation of the bar 

 

Despite we have finally chosen an exponential probability function with a variable  , we tested 

different probability functions with different   to make a final choice. Precisely we compared 

four cases: 

 Exponential probability function with a variable   and   takes the values showed in 

Algorithm 4.2. 

 Exponential probability function with a constant   and       . In this case the 

probability of changing a match also depends on the occupation of the bar in question 

but   has always the same value. 

 Variable uniform probability function. The probability of changing a match does not 

depend on the occupation of the bar in question, however, this probability is variable 

depending on the ratio 
          

∑   
     
   

 and depending on the phase of the algorithm. Thus, if 

          

∑   
     
   

⁄      then the probability of change the match is    , if 

          

∑   
     
   

⁄     , then it is 0.04 and if the algorithm is in its last 25% iterations, then 

it is 0.02. 

 Constant uniform probability function. In this case the probability of changing a match is always 

the same, 0.05. 

These four cases have been considered in order to work out the factors that should (and 

should not) take part in the neighbor selection.  

 

Regarding the energy calculation (steps 7 and 14) we compute the energy as 
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  (4.8) 

Where       is the number of bars,    is the number of customers of the  th bar and    
  is the 

square distance between the  th bar and its  th customer. As said in equation (4.1), the 

algorithm has to maximize the energy, so in our case it seeks the highest energy state or the 

solution with higher energy. Note that the target function is the same as genetic algorithm 

uses. 

After selecting a neighbor solution and computing its energy, SA has to decide to move to the 

new state (solution) or to stay in the current state (steps 16-27). This decision is made 

according equations (4.9) and (4.10), where   and    are the current and the new state 

respectively,  ( ) and  (  ) their respective energies and   the temperature. So if the new 

state’s energy is higher, the algorithm moves to the new state (steps 16-18) and if the new 

state’s energy is lower, there is a small probability to move to the new state (steps 23-26); 

otherwise it stays in the current state. 

     ' | ' 1P s E s E s   (4.9) 

     
   '

' | '

EsE s

TP s E s E s e



   (4.10) 

To compare the performance using the different neighborhood functions we used the energy 

(global weighted demand)  , the number of allocated customers and the number of bars with 

a low occupation (we considered low occupation those lower than 4% of the capacity). Table 

4.3 shows the results obtained after performing SA in ten different cases (ten different 

clusters) using the four types of neighborhood functions. We can see that the neighborhood 

functions that use an exponential probability depending on the occupation of the bar obtain 

better results than the functions that use a probability that does not depend on the 

occupation of the bars. Moreover, the functions that change the probability depending on the 

ratio 
          

∑   
     
   

 and depending on if the algorithm is in its last iterations, also obtain better 

results than those that do not. Thus, we can say that if the occupation of the bars, the ratio 
          

∑   
     
   

 and the iteration number of the algorithm take part in the selection of a neighbor 

solution outperform the algorithm. In fact, the neighborhood function that combines all these 

factors obtains the best results (see column 1 Table 4.3). 
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Algorithm 4.2. Simulated annealing based location-allocation 

Require:          ,    ,         

1. if  
          

∑   
     
   

⁄      

2.            

3. else 

4.           

5. end if 

6. Select an initial random solution   

7. Compute the energy   

8.         

9. while      

10.     if        

11.                

12.     end if 

13.     Select a neighbor solution    

14.     Compute the energy of the new solution    

15.            

16.     if     

17.              

18.              

19.         if         

20.                    ;         

21.        end if 

22.     else 

23.         Select a uniform random number   between 0 and 1 

24.         if     
 

  

25.                 ;      

26.        end if 

27.     end if 

28.            

29. end while 
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Table 4.3. LA results using SA with different neighborhood functions. Best results are in bold face 

Exponential probability with variable   Exponential probability with        Variable uniform probability Constant uniform probability 

  % of allocated 
customers 

% of bars with 
occupation < 4% 

  % of allocated 
customers 

% of bars with 
occupation < 4% 

  % of allocated 
customers 

% of bars with 
occupation < 4% 

  % of allocated 
customers 

% of bars with 
occupation < 4% 

217.04 95.33 0 211.34 94.00 0 214.45 95.00 0 216.15 93.00 0 

104.43 97.82 1 103.85 98.55 3 103.04 98.55 2 104.01 96.38 3 

1223.49 99.43 0 1218.94 98.93 0 1221.93 98.93 0 1218.18 98.93 2 

616.49 99.86 3 616.55 100 3 614.95 99.86 5 613.67 99.86 6 

2010.62 100 0 2013.74 100 1 2005.71 100 8 2007.23 100 13 

996.03 100 12 994.11 100 11 993.98 100 19 991.81 100 23 

5579.03 99.83 1 5571.28 99.71 3 5535.93 99.73 48 5531.09 99.68 41 

2622.78 99.86 20 2622.36 99.89 28 2612.07 99.96 89 2606.94 99.75 91 
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 Cuckoo search 4.4.

Cuckoo search is an optimization technique that emulates the behavior of some cuckoo 

species when they lay their eggs in foreign nests in order that other birds take care of the 

cuckoo eggs (see subsection 2.3.2.8). Thus, the cuckoo search algorithm generates a certain 

number of initial solutions and drops them in the nests, and then it continuously generates 

new solutions and drops them in the nests, though only one solution per nest is allowed, so it 

automatically removes the worst solution. Algorithm 4.3 shows our cuckoo search 

implementation for solving LA problem. 

Cuckoo search, as simulated annealing, needs a neighborhood function in order to select new 

neighbor solutions in order to find a better solution. So, due to the good results the 

neighborhood function achieved using the simulated annealing algorithm (see section 4.3), we 

decided to use this function in the cuckoo search as well. Thus, to generate a neighbor solution 

(step 13), the algorithm uses an exponential probability function that depends on the 

occupation of the bars. Our algorithm also use a parameter that is modified according to the 

ratio 
          

∑   
     
   

⁄  (steps 1-5) and the iteration number (steps 9-11). 

The fitness function (steps 7 and 14) used in this algorithm is the same used in genetic 

algorithm and simulated annealing. 

In order to find the appropriate number of nests for Algorithm 4.3, we have run it with 

different number of nests. The obtained results are presented in Table 4.4. There we can see 

that the presence of more nests does not improve the quality of the solution found. Moreover, 

in contradistinction to GA, the use of more nests do not increase the elapsed time, since in each 

iteration just one solution is generated, although it increases the memory resources as it has to 

keep more solutions. Thus, we could choose any value (though 2 is the worst) but we have 

finally chosen 10 nests. 
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Algorithm 4.3. Cuckoo search based location-allocation 

Require:          ,                 

1. if  
          

∑   
     
   

⁄      

2.            

3. else 

4.           

5. end if 

6. Generate        new random solutions and drop each solution into a nest 

7. Compute the fitness of each solution 

8. for     to            

9.     if                  

10.                

11.     end if 

12.     Select a random nest   and its solution    

13.     Generate a neighbor solution    from solution   

14.     Compute the fitness of    

15.     Select a random nest   and its solution    

16.     if        (  )         (  ) 

17.         Remove solution    from the  th nest 

18.         Put solution    into the  th nest 

19.     end if 

20. end while 

21. Select the best solution among all nests 

 

Table 4.4. Fitness of the different solutions found by CS using different number of nests 

Number of 
nests 

Number of facilities 

8 18 48 50 72 127 

2 72.02 206.45 719.79 646.06 1196.24 2013.67 

5 72.02 206.97 722.99 645.30 1195.67 2008.25 

10 72.02 201.75 718.47 646.54 1196.38 2019.30 

15 72.08 202.76 720.30 645.75 1185.14 2003.64 

20 69.20 204.60 719.27 644.79 1188.04 2017.85 

25 71.77 195.47 724.88 646.29 1197.16 2008.37 
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 Comparison 4.5.

To analyze the results obtained with the three previously presented algorithms, GA, SA and CS, 

we also computed an additional simple method which solves individual LA where each facility 

decides its service by simply selecting the service that maximizes its demand without taking 

into account the other facilities. In order to compare the four algorithms we applied them to 

ten different sized clusters obtained with Algorithm 3.2 (see Chapter 3). The results are 

presented in Table 4.5. There we can see that the individual LA is much faster than the other 

algorithms since it does not have to perform several iterations before giving the final solution. 

However, the results obtained with this algorithm are much worse than the results provided by 

SA, GA and CS. This fact justifies the maximization of the global demand instead of the 

individual maximization of the demand. 

On the other hand, if we compare the three presented methods (GA, SA and CS) we can say 

that SA is able to provide the best results. Most of its results have the greatest fitness (global 

weighted demand), the highest number of allocated customers and the lowest number of 

empty facilities (we consider empty facilities those with an occupation lower than 4%). 

Although, the three algorithms achieve results with small differences in terms of fitness and 

number of allocated customers, SA provides results with a very low number of empty facilities 

which are not able to achieve GA and SA, especially when the number of facilities grows, so 

when the problem grows in complexity. 

If we focus in the computational cost of each algorithm, we can state than GA is the most 

costing algorithm in terms of time and memory resources since it is the algorithm that spends 

more time to get a final solution and also because it has to work with 100 solutions 

approximately in each iteration, thus it spends a lot of memory resources. This is the reason 

for which we do not have GA results for the case with 1495 facilities (last row of Table 4.5). On 

the other hand, both SA and CS, just generates one solution in each iteration, what speeds up 

them in comparison to GA and they keep in memory two (SA) and eleven (CS) solutions what 

decrease the memory resources they need; for this reason SA is the most efficient algorithm. 

In order to combine the best algorithm (SA) and the fastest one (individual LA) we decided to 

analyze the SA performance when it is initialized using the solution found with individual LA. 

The elapsed time of the combination of both algorithms is not greater than the SA elapsed 

time (since the time needed by the individual LA algorithm is negligible). However, it is able to 

find slightly better results (see Table 4.6). 

Appendix B exposes the images of the clusters in order to show how they are. 
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Table 4.5. LA results. Best results are in bold face. 

Number of facilities Fitness % of allocated customers % of facil. with occupation < 4% Elapsed time (s) 

Individual GA SA CS Individual GA SA CS Individual GA SA CS Individual GA SA CS 

8 81.39 109.56 108.27 107.30 56.73 79.30 78.13 78.13 0.00 4.29 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.467 0.129 0.136 

18 170.38 279.91 281.86 278.35 51.39 94.16 95.72 95.82 0.00 1.11 0.00 1.11 0.001 3.103 0.662 0.702 

42 438.26 707.69 723.27 713.74 56.94 99.88 99.83 99.55 0.00 12.61 0.00 0.48 0.009 17.164 4.140 4.083 

46 427.11 681.92 706.08 696.38 55.50 98.17 99.68 99.54 2.17 13.06 2.61 3.48 0.009 11.741 2.440 2.878 

48 479.4 824.50 838.18 832.65 53.85 99.50 99.58 99.58 0.00 4.58 0.00 0.00 0.011 22.155 5.660 6.146 

50 484.39 754.45 776.96 768.91 57.10 97.58 97.97 97.94 2.00 12.40 0.00 1.20 0.004 16.409 4.067 4.323 

72 622.92 1057.11 1079.42 1074.73 54.89 98.89 98.97 98.89 0.00 4.58 3.06 3.06 0.021 34.486 11.088 11.553 

127 1389.85 2374.754 2421.44 2404.44 55.58 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.79 14.80 0.16 1.57 0.028 159.720 50.617 48.039 

313 3019.05 5144.42 5258.10 5238.18 55.75 99.58 99.75 99.74 0.32 21.15 0.58 3.07 0.136 712.152 293.865 288.316 

1495 14660.55 - 25826.85 25762.79 55.91 - 99.97 99.99 0.07 - 0.54 3.28 3.571 - 5285.298 4934.568 
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Table 4.6. LA results using SA initialized with individual LA solution and SA initialized randomly 

Number of facilities Fitness % of allocated customers % of facilities. with occupation < 4% Elapsed time (s) 

Individual LA & SA SA Individual LA & SA SA Individual LA & SA SA Individual LA & SA SA 

18 259.89 257.42 97.52 97.38 0.00 0.00 0.612 0.591 

42 707.57 704.87 99.88 99.88 2.38 2.38 4.579 4.546 

72 1229.38 1222.67 98.95 98.92 1.39 1.39 14.549 14.747 

127 2242.62 2234.65 100 100.00 0.79 2.76 49.237 49.893 

313 5077.28 5068.38 99.83 99.77 1.28 2.08 299.298 299.293 

1495 26259.56 26229.77 99.97 99.99 0.54 1.27 6079.012 5976.626 
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This Master’s Thesis has opened some problems that should be addressed in a future work. 

The aim of this research is to solve the immobile LA problem specifying it to work out the best 

match each bar should broadcast in order to maximize the global weighted demand. As said in 

Chapter 2, the LA problem under study is a    combinatorial problem where   is the number 

of possible matches and   the number of bars. Due to the complexity of the problem we first 

decided to simplify the problem converting it to several smaller problems using a clustering 

analysis of the bars to divide the initial problem. Thus, the objective of this research is to study 

and solve a concrete LA problem using clustering analysis to convert the initial problem into 

sub-problems and then solving these sub-problems applying optimization techniques. 

Therefore in Chapter 2 we provide an exhaustive state of the art about three main topics: 

clustering methods, LA problem and optimization techniques. 

In Chapter 3, we explored some clustering techniques in order to find the clustering method 

that finds the most appropriate division of the problem. Therefore, this research has 

contributed with the use of clustering techniques in order to simplify the LA problem. We 

tested with k-means, Lloyd’s algorithm, region growing, hierarchical clustering, genetic 

clustering and affinity propagation. We found that k-means provide the best results, though 

region growing is the fastest algorithm and the only available one for databases with more 

than 10000 elements approximately. 

Next, in Chapter 4, we analyzed some optimization techniques in order to find a near optimal 

solution of the LA problem for the clusters of bars. Concretely we analyzed three metaheuristic 

techniques (GA, SA and CS) and we compared their performances in order to find the fittest 

method to such problem, which has been SA. We also contributed with this Master’s Thesis 

presenting a new neighborhood function that speeds up the convergence of the SA and CS 

algorithms. It consists in assigning, to each bar, an exponential probability function that 

depends on its occupancy. We also made a comparison with other possible neighborhood 

functions in order to give an evidence of its good performance.  

 

CHAPTER 5. Conclusions 
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In Chapter 3 we had the aim to find an appropriate clustering method to divide the initial 

problem into sub-problems; however we found two methods that are the fittest in some 

particular cases, i.e. k-means seems to be the most appropriate algorithm when the dataset of 

bars are not larger than 10000 elements approximately, but that region growing is the only 

(between the analyzed) feasible method for very large datasets. So it remains hanging to work 

out a clustering method that provides a good division of the problem. It would be interesting 

to also explore other partition techniques besides clustering. 

In Chapter 4 we solved the sub-LA problems using three metaheuristic techniques (GA, SA and 

CS). We discarded the use of other incomplete optimization techniques due to the features of 

the problem. For example we discarded the use of linear programming because the search 

space is not convex, or we also discarded the use of techniques such as hill climbing or 

gradient based techniques because there are, in the problem search space, several local 

optimums. We also excluded the use of complete optimization techniques due to the 

dimensions of the search space. Therefore, it would be interesting to work out a complete 

optimization method to solve this problem feasibly. It would be also interesting to use some 

acceleration techniques for the metaheuristic methods analyzed here in order to speed up 

them. 

Regarding the distance measures between customers and bars , we have used the Euclidean 

distance, but in practice it would be interesting to complete this research using the true 

distances between customers and bars according to the streets and roads and adding some 

features of the bars like the type of food, the favorite team of the bar, etc. and the customers 

preferences. Additionally, a system that tells the bars the match they should broadcast and 

informs the customers where they can watch their desired match should rank or weight every 

bar according to a measure of confidence. 

Moreover, in this research we supposed that the known position of the customers corresponds 

to their position just before the match, what does not have to be true. So it would be needed 

to develop an estimator of the customers’ position just before the match using their known 

positions and historical data. 

Finally, in this research we solved the LA problem of each cluster separately. However, 

sometimes, at the clusters’ borders there may be some customers close to bars of different 

CHAPTER 6. Future work 
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clusters. Thus, a possible future work is to consider some kind of permeability of the clusters’ 

frontiers with the customers. This may be solved using techniques for DCSP. 
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 Numeric distances Appendix A.

 

Here we expose the definition of some useful distances that can be used for the different topics of 

this Master’s Thesis. 
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 Cluster images Appendix B.

 

Here we show the images of the clusters used to analyze the performance of the LA algorithms 

used. 

 

a) Cluster with 8 facilities 
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b) Cluster with 18 facilities 
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c) Cluster with 42 facilities 
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d) Cluster with 46 facilities 
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e) Cluster with 48 facilities 
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f) Cluster with 50 facilities 
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g) Cluster with 72 facilities 
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h) Cluser with 127 facilities 
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i) Cluster with 313 facilities 
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j) Cluster with 1495 facilities 
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